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ABSTRACT
The quality monitoring and process control o f spot welding has been a long problem for
automotive industry, at the technology much advanced today, many plants still use
laborious peeling test to evaluate its quality.
In this thesis, a new NDT method is purposed and implemented to develop a spot welding
monitoring and control application, which is based on ultrasonic wave testing technique,
image processing algorithms as well as fuzzy logic control theories. The general idea in
this thesis o f design and developing an automatic analysis and quality control application
using ultrasonic testing is very similar to other testing application, first the application
sends a specific frequency o f ultrasonic pulse wave to the test spot during welding
process, then uses the same transducer to capture the pulse echo signal (or another
transducer to receive the penetrated pulse signal), and converts the signals to a twodimensional B-Scan image in time domain, second the application then applies image
processing algorithms to detect the pulse pattern, after getting the pattern, the application
tries to correlate it with a nugget size template, estimates the welding size, third, based on
the estimated size, the application will send commands or adjust welding parameters for
the welding control machine, finally achieves an automatic analysis and real-time control
application.
The application has been tested in our lab, achieved good results. It can approximately
estimate the welding nugget size with about 5% to 25% error, by adjusting the optimal
value 30% larger than the required minimum size. The application can properly monitor
welding quality and control the welding process.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In manufacturing industry, Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) is an effective method used
for process control and quality control. The most important advantage o f NDT is that the
inspection on an object will not change the object’s physical shape or destroy material’s
property, it not only saves manufacturing cost, but also more efficient in production. The
most widely used NDT methods are x-ray inspection, ultrasonic wave inspection, optical
light inspection, electrical current inspection Mid magnetic surface inspection etc, the
common point o f these methods is by projecting one kind o f energy to the object surface,
then measure the echo signal at the surface or the penetrated signal on the other side o f
the object.
While NDT has been used in aircraft industry for a long time, but in automotive industry,
it is relatively new, a lot o f parts testing, especially the body structural evaluation is by
tearing them apart, then checking quality visually. The disadvantage is obviously, it can
only evaluate the testing parts, and estimate but not accurate evaluate the rest parts. For
this reason, researchers are trying to work out efficient and accurate NDT evaluation
applications, which can be effectively used in automotive industry. Among these research
applications, some are based on ultrasonic wave testing method, some are based on other
NDT testing techniques, and they serve different requirement applications. Because the
speed o f ultrasonic wave traveling in a material is much slower than optical light or
electrical current, researchers usually take this advantage to analyze ultrasonic wave in
time domain, further it poses no hazard or danger to human being compare to x-ray, so it
is more common that engineers use ultrasonic testing rather than other testing techniques,
in industry. Besides the above advantages, ultrasonic wave has a good penetrate ability
and is good for most engineering material evaluation.
For the automotive body structural evaluation, it is very crucial that only good spot welds
will meet the safety standards, a failed or under welding weld will degrade the auto safety
in case o f crash. To ensure its safety, researchers applied real-time control theory, NDT
techniques and developed a few effective spot welding evaluation systems, like one

1
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dimensional acoustic wave analysis, neural net based welding quality predication etc., all
these efforts have achieved outstanding results, however most o f these evaluation systems
still can not directly estimate the welding nugget size, they can only give a rough pass or
failure result, and most o f them have not come out with an automatic analysis system in
real-time environment. These evaluation systems can process signal data information and
can correlate it with welding quality, but they also need human’s intervention, in order to
process the data information correctly.

1.1 What is NDT?
NDT is short for Non-Destructive Testing, it is a method used by engineers to test and
evaluate structural components without changing their properties or damaging their shape.
NDT is a very broad, interdisciplinary field, it not only includes testing, but also includes
verification and evaluation, it plays a critical role in all kinds o f industries, for example
pipe line evaluation in oil industry, air plane structural testing, automotive body structural
testing in manufacturing industry, rail way track testing, all these testing are performed in
a manner that will not affect the testing object or material’s usefulness, which means
there should have no physical change effect on the testing object. NDT is carried out in a
situation where the testing part is unreachable by human or machine, or invisible to
human being, and the way o f testing is usually reliable and cost effective.

1.2 NDT History
The earliest NDT was conducted in the later 1895, by a German physics scientist called
Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen. Rontgen saw his own radiographic image while he was
investigating the ability o f x-rays. N ow X-rays are widely used in medical field to reveal
the architecture o f the bone and other soft tissues and to find out any abnormality in the
form o f fracture, growth o f tumor etc. It is also used in dental imaging. In addition, x-rays
are also used in engineering field as a method’o f NDT, airport security measurement like
baggage examination and metal detection.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Fig 1-1, First NDT conducted by Rontgen

1.3 NDT Methods
There are a number o f NDT methods that can be used to inspect components and make
measurements, this number is large and is still growing, because researchers continue to
find new ways o f applying physics and other scientific disciplines to develop better NDT
methods. However, there are only eight basic NDT methods that are used most common.
These methods are optical visual inspection, penetrant testing, electrical magnetic particle
testing, eddy current testing, radiography, acoustic emission testing, leak testing and
ultrasonic testing. These methods service for different testing purpose, since no single
NDT method can solve all the engineering problems, engineers have to adapt one method
that is based on the testing environment, cost, effectiveness and efficiency.
In automotive industry, ultrasonic testing is more commonly used for body structure
evaluation, because its technology is easy to apply or can be easily integrated into
manufacturing systems, the running cost is very low and the testing result is immediate
and accurate.

1.4 Briefly Introduce to Ultrasonic Testing
Ultrasonic testing uses a transducer to generate high frequency sound waves, on a range
o f hundreds o f kilohertz up to dozens megahertz, and send these waves into testing
object or material, when the sound waves travel through the material, if there is any
defect, crack, discontinuities or property change in material, part o f the wave energy will
be reflected, the same transducer then catches this energy, records the pulse information,
it is called pulse echo mode, or a second transducer only receives the energy which pass
through the material, called pulse pass through mode. The amount o f energy received will

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

then be analyzed to determine the presence o f material flaws, changes in thickness, or
changes in properties.
Fig 1-2 is a typical pulse echo mode, the transducer generates high frequency ultrasonic
energy driven by the pulser, the sound energy is then introduced and propagates through
the materials in the form o f waves. When there is any change in the wave path, part o f the
energy will be reflected back from the flaw surface. The computer then captures the
reflection and records it as a signature, if the signature is displayed in time domain. Then
the signal travel time related to the defect size shape, orientation information can be
extracted.
Motion

Software

1

zzm r
Mo:ion Control

Transducer

i
'Object

Pulse
V

A /I Sampling £

Pul ser/E.ec eiver
Crack

Fig 1-2, Pulse echo testing mode

1.5 Ultrasonic Testing in Automotive Industry
In a technology competitive world, all car manufacturers must take serious consideration
o f their product quality, performance and structure safety. The strict standards require
automotive industry using advanced technologies to build automobiles, safety and quality
must be evaluated and be guaranteed before their products can reach to customers, ensure
these issues is also a way that manufactures can avoid costly recalls. Ultrasonic testing is
a technique that engineers can use it to evaluate procedures to ensure product quality, it is
believed to be widely used in air plane manufacturing industry, but not effectively
adopted in automotive industry, many auto manufacturers still use costly and laborious
destructive testing. The non-destructive ultrasonic testing in automotive industry is a

4
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relatively fresh applied engineering course. Before it can be applied into this industry, a
few technical problems still need to be solved first, for example, how to evaluate the
structure welds in a real-time environment. A lot ultrasonic testing equipments evaluate
components in a non real-time environment, such as engine components testing, harness
leak testing, body structural strength testing etc. The purposed methods described in this
thesis regarding to ultrasonic testing, image processing and fuzzy logic control provide a
general solution to the above real-time evaluation problem.

Fig 1-3, Spot welding in automotive industry
The structure o f an automobile body consists o f many pieces o f metal plates, these plates
are joined together by different joint techniques, including MIG welds, laser welds,
resistant spot welds and adhesive bonding. This thesis only discuss one kind o f welding,
which is the most introduced during body-in-white manufacturing, each body can consist
o f 3000 to 4000 welds. Since there is no visibility to tell welding quality, NDT method is
the only way that engineers can use it to evaluate its quality rather than destructive
testing, which makes parts useless. There is no difference in principle between ultrasonic
testing and evaluation in spot welding and ultrasonic testing in other fields, both use high
frequency ultrasonic waves generated by an electrical pulser as a testing signal, this
signal (wave energy) is then introduced and propagates through the welding metal sheets,
in between every interface, part o f sound energy will be reflected to the transducer, the
computer captures these reflection signals and evaluate the weld quality. Most ultrasonic
testing used in spot welding is post-process evaluation, which have a few advantages:
1. The equipment can be very simple with one computer and one probe, usually can
be carried by one person and is suitable to evaluate all spot welds
2. Only single side access is needed when using pulse echo mode
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3. Evaluation result is immediate and accurate, since ultrasonic wave is sensitive to
any property change, crack or discontinuities
However there are also some disadvantages:
1. It is not suitable for real-time monitoring and control, for example if no good or
bad spot welds happened during welding, it can not tell and correct the welding
process immediately, so waste parts may be generated
2. Inaccurate result may happen due to technicians operation error or visual error
3. It is still laborious for technicians and costly if a factory does thousands welds
everyday
For these reasons, researchers come with another form o f spot welding evaluation system,
it’s called in process ultrasonic testing. The general evaluation idea is the same as the
above, but its pulse was introduced and propagates through the metal sheets during the
welding process instead o f after welding, the reason is that engineers take the advantage
o f a very important ultrasonic physics character, that is:
The velocity o f ultrasonic wave will slow down in the transmission medium, if the
temperature o f the transmission medium increases. In other words, it takes more time for
ultrasonic wave to go through the same thick metal sheet when the temperature is higher
than that o f temperature is low.
Fig. 1-4, A German Scientist Von W. Kurz study, illustrates the relationship between
ultrasonic wave travel speed and temperature in metal plates.
o
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000

■sow

T("C)

Fig 1-4, Relationship between pulse velocity and temperature from Von W. Kurz study
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This physics character o f the wave velocity delay can explained in two mechanisms, first
and the strongest contribution is the heating, about 70%, the second is the thermal
expansion o f the metal sheet, 2% to 4% o f the thickness, contributes 25% to 30% o f
velocity delay. This character is significant, the velocity can be slowed as much as 40%
to 50%, in the above graph, the velocity o f ultrasonic wave in steel is about 5800 m/sec at
room temperature, it slows to about 3800 m/sec when the steel temperature is reached to
1800 °C, this graph also tells that at the point which the velocity has a sharp change, is a
melting point o f metal, at temperature between 1380 °C to 1510 °C. The character o f the
velocity delay is the fundamental theory o f this type o f ultrasonic testing, since the wave
signal can be expressed, viewed and analyzed in a time domain, it helps engineers to
understand the temperature property changes inside the testing object.

1.5.1 Real-time Ultrasonic Testing
As mentioned above, the ultrasonic velocity delay character in high temperature material
is a great engineering advantage, which contributes to the success o f a lot o f real-time
ultrasonic testing equipments, these equipments measure the pulse echo in a time domain,
correlate it with the object property changes, it disregard the effects o f object crack or
discontinues properties, assume the echo was only generated by the interfaces o f different
layers. Figl-5 is a typical real-time spot welding configuration application.
FORCE

1
ULTRASO
TRANSDU
W E L D IN G N U G G E T

WORK
. /

A .C . ROWER

M ETAL S H E E T -

WELDING—'

T

TRANSFORMER:

CONTACTOR

FORCE

Fig 1-5, Real time spot welding configuration
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In this application, two pieces o f welding metal sheet was clamped in between two
shaped copper electrodes, by applying pressure and conveying the electrical current
through the metal pieces in short period o f time, the parts are heated immediately, the
material between the electrodes yields and is squeezed together. It then melts, destroying
the interface between the parts, the current is then switched o ff and a nugget o f molten
materials solidifies forming the joint, it is also called resistance spot welding.
To create the heat, a very high AC (alternative current) or DC (direct current) current,
usually thousands o f amperes, must be applied, the heat generated depends on the
electrical resistance and thermal conductivity o f the metal, and the time that the current is
applied. The heat generated is expressed by the equation:

E — I 2R t

(Eq 1-1)

Where / is DC effect current, R is the resistance o f the sheet, t is the time span o f the
current applied, and E is the heat energy generated. This amount o f energy decides the
weld nugget size.
Copper metal is used for electrodes, because copper has a low resistance and high
thermal conductivity compared to most other conductors. This ensures that the heat is
generated in the welding pieces instead o f the electrodes. Steel has a higher electrical
resistance and lower thermal conductivity than the copper, making spot welding
relatively easy on steel sheet when using copper electrode. That’s why most spot welding
real-time applications use figure 1-5 configuration. Water is leaded into the electrode
chamber, used for cooling down the electrode temperature, the chamber also houses the
ultrasonic transducer, but there is one more important reason that water must be lead into
this chamber, it also works as a transmission medium to replace the non-transmittable
medium air. The following theory helps to understand this phenomenon.

1.5.2 Acoustic Impedance
Generally, when an ultrasonic wave is transmitted from one medium to another medium,
a portion o f wave energy will be reflected at the interface and the remaining energy will

8
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be transmitted through to the other medium. The factor that describes this relationship is
referred to as acoustical impedance and the acoustical impedance ratio.

z —p C
r -

(Eq 1-2)

z 2z J

R =
V

z 2 r+ z

(Eq1_3)
(Eq 1-4)
y

Where Z is acoustical impedance, p is the density o f the medium, C is the velocity o f
acoustic wave through medium, r is the acoustical impedance ratio, R is the reflection
coefficient, Z ]and Z 2 are the acoustical impedance o f the first medium and the second
medium.
Air has low acoustical impedance about 0.00041, water has an impedance o f 1.48, higher
than air, and steel has higher impedance than water. The acoustical impedance ratio is the
impedance o f the second material divided by the first. The ratio is a factor decided how
much energy will be reflected, when the ratio i s high, more energy will be reflected. For
example, when ultrasonic wave is passed from water to steel, the acoustical impedance
ratio is approximately 20 to 1, then the reflection coefficient is about 82%, it means that
at least 18% o f energy will pass through, whereas when ultrasonic wave is passed from
air to steel, the acoustical impedance ration is approximately 100,000 to 1, it means that
almost 100% o f the ultrasonic energy will be reflected when passing ultrasonic wave
from air to a solid such as steel, making air a very poor ultrasonic wave transmission
medium. That’s why water must be leaded into electrode chamber, not only just for
cooling purpose, but also to replace a transmission medium.
The following figure 1-6 is an example o f energy transmitted between layers, when the
transducer is placed in the water, as we can see, at the water steel interface, 12% o f the
energy is transmitted to steel. 88% are reflected, among the 12% that made it through,
10% o f the initial power is reflected at the steel’s lower surface, then most o f this energy
w ill be bouncing back and from inside the steel, 2% o f initial power made through to the
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low part o f water, only 12% o f the 10% energy or 1.2% o f the original energy is
transmitted back to the transducer.
I ra n st Inner

W a te r

88 %

“ 1. 2 %

S te el

Fig 1-6, Pulse energy transmitted between layers
From the reflection coefficient, we can also derive the transmission coefficient, which is
equal to one minus the reflection coefficient, it gives the amount percentage transmitted
through layers:
/

D = 1

\ 2

Z2+ Z1

( Z i + Z 2)

(Eq 1-5)

1.5.3 Frequency Used for Ultrasonic Testing
The human ear can respond to an average frequency between 20 Hz - 20 kHz, frequency
below 12 kHz is considered as comfortable sound, it can freely travel through air and
most music sound band is within this value.

Sou n d p ressu re
variation*

34s m/a

Atmospheric T j
P r e ss o r s

T

F r e q u e n c y r a n g e : 2 0 Hz to 2 0 KHz

Fig 1-7, Human ear respond to sound
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While the majority o f ultrasonic flaw detection applications utilize frequencies between
20 kHz to 25 MHz, typical use is between 500 KHz to 10 MHz. At frequencies in this
range, ultrasonic wave can not travel through air or other gasses, but it travels freely
through most engineering solids or liquids.

1.5.4 Angle o f Reflection
Sound energy at high ultrasonic testing frequencies is highly directional. In the interfaces
where sound reflects o ff a boundary, the angle o f reflection equals the angle o f incidence.
A sound beam that hits a surface at perpendicular incidence will reflect straight: back. A
sound beam that hits a surface at an angle will reflect forward at the same angle. The
wave travel path from one medium to another in accordance with Snell's Law o f
refraction according to the formula:
t
i
j

Incident
w ave

R eflected
w ave

'V /j..
\

1

/

L>6
Material 2

:1
j
1
1
1
1
1

Material 1

R

N,
\ ,
Refracted
w ave

Fig 1-8, Snell’s law o f refraction

Sin 0
Sin 6

C
C

(Eq 1-4)

Where Oj is incident angle in first medium, 0R is refracted angle in second material, Cj is
sound velocity in first material, Cr is sound velocity in second material. This law tells us
that when angle Or reaches to 90° (a critical angle o f incidence) for the refracted ray,
much o f the acoustic energy is in the form o f an inhomogeneous compression wave,
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which travels along the interface and decays exponentially with depth from the interface.
Therefore engineers can not successfully measure the ultrasonic wave and do the testing,
so any ultrasonic testing design should avoid such situation.

1.5.5 Perpendicular Incidence Testing
As mention above in this thesis, the precondition assumes that there is no cracks or
discontinues in spot welding, the test is to monitor the physics status changing process
within the joint spots. For this reason, only the TOF (time o f flight) information is
recorded, the strength o f the sound energy is not a parameter that this application will
monitor. So the transducer is usually placed at one side o f the testing spot, the ultrasonic
wave is perpendicular to the spot surface, in this manner, the same transducer w ill be able
catch the reflection wave without moving its position. See figure 1-9:

Transducer

T ransducer

'Water

Up sheet
Low sheet

Low sheet
Nugget
Fig 1-9, Interfaces generate interested pulse echoes

In this illustration, when the metal sheets are cold, only three interfaces generate
interested pulses, when two metal sheets are heated, the material around nugget, position
start melting, the interface between up sheet and low sheet was destroyed, a nugget start
forming, meanwhile the melting also creates two other interfaces, one is between the up
sheet and the nugget, the other is between the low sheet and the nugget, a total o f four
interfaces instead o f three exist during welding, all these four interfaces w ill reflect part
o f ultrasonic wave energy. The computer records these echoes at different times as
signature o f changing process, by analyzing this signature, the application can tell if the
two sheets are fused together or not. That’s how this thesis research was conducted.
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1.5.6 Transducers used in Testing
There are several types o f ultrasonic transducers that can be used for thickness
measurement, such as contact transducer is suitable for the measurement was carried out
on testing object surface, delay line transducer is good to separate the excitation pulse
from back wall echoes, according to the spot welding field requirement, an immersion
type transducer is used and put in the electrode chamber where filled with water, it is
specially designed for testing object where partly or whole immersed, and it has these
advantages:
1. Contact to the testing surface is not necessary, it is very useful where direct
contact is impossible
2. A radio frequency shield is placed outside o f the transducer, which can greatly
reduce noise and improve signal quality
3. Immersion technology provides uniform signal sampling
4. Water resistance
The immersion transducer is able to measure an object between 0.1 mm to 40 mm, and
have good measurement accuracy with an error within ±0.002 mm, where most spot
welding sheet thickness is between 0.5 mm to 6 mm in automotive industry, it is good
enough for engineers to design a spot welding in-process application using immersion
transducer. There are two kind o f frequency transducers used in our lab, 5 MHz and 10
MHz. There is not too much difference between these two, except the 10 MHz has better
signal quality.

Fig 1-10, 10 MHz ultrasonic transducer
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1.6 Spot Welding Parameters
There are numerous parameters will effect actual welding process and welding quality,
but researchers have identified only a few o f them have significant influence, these
parameters include welding current, welding time (cycle), welding pressure, metal
resistance, surface coating and electrode property (Shape).

1.6.1 Welding Current
This is the most important spot welding parameter, as we know, in order to form a nugget
between two sheets, a larger amount o f heat must be transmitted to the spot in a very shot
period o f time, Eq 1-1 tells us welding current has more influence than resistance R or
time t, since it has a square power influence, for example, if current is doubled, the heat
amount will be equal to four times o f the previous value.
Welding current can be DC or either AC, it is controlled by welding control machine,
when the transformer contractor is turned on in fig 1-4, the weld current is immediately
available. The amount o f current to be used for different sheet welding is different, it can
also be controlled by the machine, and engineers have already determined the welding
currents to be used for different welding requirement through experiments.

1.6.2 Welding Time (W elding Cycles)
Welding time is the time during which welding current is applied to the metal sheets.
Since most welding control machine use AC current, it is more often to be expressed in
cycles, for example, if the system’s AC frequency is 60 Hz, and welding time is 0.3
second, then it is said to be 18 cycles. As from the Eq 1-1, the heat generated is directly
proportional to the welding time, for example, when welding cycles doubled, the heat
will be doubled too. In a real environment, when the heat is transferred from the weld
zone to the metal sheets, a portion o f heat will be lost to the surrounding environment, the
amount o f lost is proportional to the welding time, to reduce heat lost and improve
welding efficiency, welding applications usually adopt short welding time with high
current combination to control the welding machine.
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1.6.3 Welding Pressure
A very strong welding pressure vary from 400Lbs to 1200Lbs is applied to the welding
metal sheets, it is used to make the two sheets have a good contact, reduce the resistance
between two sheets and enable current to pass, it also squeeze the melting spots on the
two sheets to be joined together. If welding pressure is too low, expulsion may happen
during welding. If it is too high, the melting spot may be squeezed too thin, cau ses the
strength o f two jointing pieces too weak, leads to welding failure. A good welding
pressure has already been determined by engineers through experiments.

1.6.4 Resistance, Coating and Electrode Shape
The resistance effect to welding is mainly o f contact resistance in between the interface,
the rough surface, water, oil, or oxides all resist the current to pass through, but when
welding pressure applied, the contact area will substantial increase, within the first few
current cycles oil, water will be burned out, all these affects can be removed and the
contact resistance will be reduced. Coating effect will always be there, because coatings
are applied during metal sheet manufacture period, for corrosion protection o f the surface,
another coating effect comes from electrode surface, mainly because o f oil and chemical
material was burned, stays on the surface, these coatings will normally complicate the
welding process. The electrode geometry shape and dimensions also has very significant
effect, since they influence the current density and pressure distribution, thus affects the
welding result. There is no perfect method to change these parameters or solve the effects,
after setting the current, pressure and cycle parameters, welding application usually
ignore their effect.
The following welding parameter configuration in table 1-1 is used in a local automotive
plant, it shows that different combination is necessary for different thickness metal sheets
in order to meet different nugget size requirement.
Sheet thickness
(mm* mm)
0.64*0.75

Welding
current (A)
7000-9000

Welding
cycles
4-7

Welding
pressure (Lbs)
400

Nugget size
(Diameter mm)
3.1

0.76*0.88

8000-10500

5-8

450

3.6
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0.89*1.01

8500-11500

6-9

600

4.1

1.02*1.13

9500-12500

7-10

650

4.3

1.14*1.26

10000-13000

8-11

750

5.1

1.27*1.39

11000-14000

9-12

800

5.2

1.40*1.51

11500-14500

10-13

900

5.3

1.52*1.77

12000-15000

11-14

1000

5.4

1.78*1.97

13500-16500

13-1-6

1200

5.6

1.98*2.28

14500-17500

15-18

1300

6.1

2.29*2.66

15500-19000

17-20

1500

6.6

2.67*3.04

17000-20000

20-23

1800

7.1

Table 1- , Spot welding parameters

1.7 Spot Welding Control
A robotic arm and a welding control machine are usually the two main parts o f a spot
welding control application, see figure 1-11, the control machine is used to set welding
parameters and control the welding process, where the robotic arm is the action part o f
welding.

Fig 1-11, Welding machine
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The interest o f this thesis is to integrate ultrasonic testing into the welding process. The
ultrasonic testing application is designed to monitor the weld quality and based on the
results o f testing, the application may try to control the welding process by resetting
welding parameters on the control machine. Fig 1-12 shows the logic relationship
between the welding control machine and the ultrasonic testing application, the ultrasonic
testing application controls the welding control machine through Ethernet TCP/IP or
RS232 serial communication, data samples are transferred to the ultrasonic testing
application a parallel port.
TCP/IP or.
R S232 /

w e ld in g Control M ach in e

Trigger

I

Ultra som e

—a s
■

■

Embedded^
A/D board
66 M

I

FIFO
' 1 Parallel port

Transducer

Fig 1-12, Relationship between testing application and control machine

1.8 Organization o f Thesis
Chapter 1 provides basic knowledge o f ultrasonic testing in spot welding applications;
chapter 2 discusses ultrasonic signal sampling for spot welding testing application;
chapter 3 designs image processing algorithms to analyze spot welding ultrasonic image;
chapter 4 uses template matching technique to estimate weld nugget size; chapter 5
emphasizes methods o f how to achieve a fuzzy logic spot welding control application;
chapter 6 introduces the testing application developed for this thesis; chapter 7 is the
conclusion for the thesis.
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Chapter 2
SIGNAL SAMPLING
2.1 Signal Processing Overview
2.1.1 Analog Signal
A continuously changing process o f a real world phenomenon or energy level like water
level, sound, or pressure can be called a signal, the characteristic o f this signal is
continues in time, it can be expressed in a function o ff(x), where x means the continues
o f time, and as a nature phenomenon, it normally can not be measured by a meter or
oscilloscope unless a transducer converts this signal energy into electrical voltage or
current. By definition, an analog signal can be any continues energy signal, they are
varying from amplitude, frequency or phase, by observing or analysis o f these characters
in time domain, the physical changing process o f the original real world signal can be
determined. An acoustic wave used in ultrasonic testing is an analog signal.

2.1.2 Discrete Signal
A discrete signal or discrete-time signal is an ordered sequence o f values. Unlike a
continuous-time signal, a discrete-time signal is not a function o f a continuous time
argument, but a function over a domain o f discrete integers, it is usually expressed in a
function o ff(n ) orf(n T ), where n is an integer value, T is a sampling period, most
frequently it is a series o f some measurement values, each value is also called a sample.
When a discrete-time signal is a sequence corresponding to uniformly spaced times, it has
an associated sampling rate or sampling frequency, this sampling frequency decides the
time space, when the sampling frequency increases, more values are sampled in the same
period o f time, when the sampling frequency decreases, results in less samples in the
same time period.
In ultrasonic testing, the measurements are a series o f discrete signals o f an acoustic
analog signal. Fig 2-1 shows how an analog signal is quantized into corresponding
discrete signal.
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f(x)

f(n)
<?
QQQ
pop

TmTl
Fig 2-1, Analog signal and discrete signal

2.1.3 Digital Signal
A digital signal is a discrete signal, moreover it is a digitized signal, which means that the
discrete character not only happens in time domain, but also happens to the signal value
itself. It typically derives from a discrete signal that has been quantized, its precision o f
quantization is measured in bits. Common practical digital signals are represented as 8
bits, 16 bits or 32 bits values. It is obvious that a digital signal can not accurately express
a sample, because it is discrete, it can only express signal value approximately. The
differences between the precise values and the closest values expressible by the numbers
from the given set form a sequence called quantization noise. Currently, owing to the
development o f digital technology, it is usually possible to use a number representation o f
such precision that the quantization noise is negligible in a given application. Fiig2-2
shows the analog signal (green color) has been digitized (in red color).

f(n T )

o
o
o

CD

O

o
CD
CD

O

O
CD

O

t
Fig 2-2, Digitized signal
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2.1.4 Digital Signal Processing
Digital signal processing refers to those technical methods used for manipulating,
converting, digitizing, filtering analog signal to digital signal and or back to analog
signal, in order to make control, communication, monitoring more accurate. It usually
involves a clocked sampler, a A/D converter, a digital filter, and or a D/A converter, an
analog filter etc. The following figure shows a typical chain flow o f a digital signal
processing system.
A n a lo g

D iscre te

N um bered

N um bered

D iscre te

A n a lo g

signal

signal

se q u en ce

sequence

signal

signal

Reclusive

alter

Sampler

[ D iscre te syste m

Fig 2-3, An example o f signal processing
An analog input signal x{t), is being processed by a discrete system in order to obtain the
output analog signal y(t), the first element in the processing chain is a sampler which
provides samples x„ o f the input in the given time instants t„, the samples then form the
input sequence for the discrete system, where the signal is being digitally processed, like
filtering, manipulating or modifying, then the signal is sent to a D/A converter. Based on
the output discrete sequence y(n) provided by the discrete system, the continuous
function y(t) must be reconstructed by means o f the reconstruction interpolator. The
discrete system should accept samples o f the analogue input signal and provide an
analogue output. The core computing device must be preceded by an analog-to-digital
converter and followed by a digital-to-analog converter.
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2.1.5 Digital Signal Processing Applications
With the development o f computer technologies, digital signal processing is widely used
in every field, from radio, TV to mobile phones, DSP is integrated into all wireless
communication devices, from digital computer, digital video player, digital camera to
digital A/D board, all digital devices process signals with DSP, data is being transferred
form one format to another format, DSP takes care o f the detailed steps, for example,
signal compression and decompression, noise filtering. Signal compression is used in
wireless communication devices to ensure great amount o f data is transferred, where like
voice and video image can be handled simultaneously on the same network, DSP signal
compression technology makes real-time video conference possible. N oise filtering
technology detects and filters out all kind o f noise, which was carried over during
transmission, it recovers the best quality original like signal, ensures data transmission
accuracy. In DVD system, DSP technology is used to perform complex error detection
and correction on the raw data as it is read from the DVD.
Based on the stages and characters used in DSP, its applications can be grouped in the
following category:
1. Processing, is the largest and most and most structured application group, most
DSP applications fall into this group, processing is characterized by both the input
data is a signal and the output data is also a signal, the two signals has direct one
to one relationship. The purpose o f processing is to provide the output signal that
is in a sense better or more appropriate than the input signal. In many applications,
the result o f this processing is the desired final product and no follow-up stages
apply. A particular use o f processing is signal restoration, which aims to
reconstruct the original signal from the noisy and distorted signal, details include
signal separation, noise filtering, signal modification etc.
2. Analysis, is to identify the properties o f the input signal, like frequency, phase and
amplitude characters o f the signal, as well as noise containments, the output o f
analysis is a description o f the signal in the form o f a set o f suitable parameters, it
serves as the preparation for DSP stages.
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3. Recognition and classification, is to classify the problem belonging. The input o f
this stage is parameter result o f the analysis stage, and the output is a class type,
which the signal belongs to. It is usually characterized as intelligent decision
making and, if in an automatic process form, it belongs to artificial intelligence.
Neural network is a good example to be considered as an intelligent signal
recognition and classification processor.
Using DSP to solve the above applications sounds very complex and difficult, especially
in term o f integrating mathematical theories such as Fourier transform, Z transform,
digital filtering algorithm and signal compression, decompression algorithms, can be
fairly complex, but the good thing is with the advancements o f VLSI microchip design,
the numerical operations required actually to implement these techniques are very simple,
the architecture o f a DSP chip is designed to carry out such operations incredibly fast,
processing hundreds o f millions o f samples every second, providing a real-time
performance, that is, the ability to process a signal immediately as it is sampled and then
output the processed signal.

2.1.6 Advantages and Disadvantages o f Digital Signal Processing
DSP is being used in every field that we can imagine, researchers continue to find out
new areas that DSP can be used to solve engineering and science problems. The
advantages o f using DSP are numerous, but can be summarized to the following points:
1. After processing, the signals are more true likeness or more appropriate for use
2. Signals are discrete, easy to store in memory devices
3. Flexible, DSP chips are easy to reprogram for other purpose use
4. Simplify analog problem to digital problem, which is easier to be solved by digital
computers
5. Efficient and fast to perform mathematical operations
A few disadvantages should also be mentioned:
1. Processing is limited to some frequency range and bit range

2. Some DSP devices are expensive
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2.1.7 Sampling Theorem
A signal is frequency band limited, above such a frequency where its signal energy is
zero. Let x(t) denotes the continues analog signal, then its Fourier transform o f the signal
is:
00

X ( j w ) = fx( t)e~,wdt

(Eq24)

— GO

X (jw ) = 0

for all

jw

>

B where B is the band limit

Let X d(t) denotes the samples o f x(t),

x/t)=x(nT )

n = ...-2,-1,0,1,2...

T is the sampling period

Then x(t) can be exactly reconstructed from its samples X a(t) if X(jw)=0 for all |ro|> ff/T.
The discrete Fourier transform o f x<t(t) from sample 0 to N -l is:
N- 1

X d {ejWdT) = T ^ xW iVn) rJTr \ ^y ~^j a )d"n T1

(Eq 2-2)

n=0
To reconstruct x(t) from its samples x(nT), we simply take the inverse Fourier transform
(IFT) o f X,i((jw
T).

x ( t ) = IFT [ X d{ e iaT )]

= IFT { D F T [ x ( n T )]}

(EqM)

The condition for exact reconstruction from samples is that the sampling frequency meets:
f , >

2

B

2.2 Ultrasonic Wave Signal
As mentioned above ultrasonic wave does not travel through air, because the acoustic
impendence o f solid material to air, but it can travel freely in most solid materials, which
become the medium to carry the ultrasonic wave. Materials are comprised o f atoms,
when sound energy is generated on the material’s surface, atoms are then forced into
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vibration or oscillation near their equilibrium positions. The movement o f many atoms in
unison produces a mechanical wave, which is-an acoustic wave.
Based on the material particles oscillation, ultrasonic wave can propagate through solid in
the following four modes:
1. Propagates as longitudinal wave
2. Propagates as shear wave
3. Propagates as surface wave
4. As plate wave in very thin material
Longitudinal wave and shear wave are the two waves most widely used in ultrasonic
testing waves. In longitudinal wave, the oscillations occur in the longitudinal direction or
the direction o f wave propagation; in shear wave, the particles oscillate at a right angle or
transverse to the direction o f propagation. Shear wave is relatively weak when compared
with longitudinal wave and it could not effectively propagate in liquids.
* * 4 3 K 8 I: f
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* * s *m i t s
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* « !• m>s * i ?

Direction of
j
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• **■■=•?'
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u
| • Particles at re s t position
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I:
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particle movement

Direction of wave
propagation

Shear wave

Fig 2-4, Longitudinal wave and shear wave

2.3 Ultrasonic A-Scan Signal Sampling
When an application samples a real dynamic signal using an analog to digital converter
system, like data acquisition system or a digital oscilloscope, the sampled signal may not
look exactly the same as the original signal. Some signal amplitude distortion would
happen, phase or frequency aliasing may also unavoidable. To minimize these distortion
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or aliasing, a higher frequency A/D converter is usually necessary, besides a protecting
shield, a high pass filter, a low pass filter or a band pass filter should also be put into the
network, to filter out noise and reduce the outside signal interference.
As mentioned in the last chapter, ultrasonic testing normally uses 500 KHz to 10 MHz
ultrasonic wave as testing signal, a higher wave frequency gives better penetration at the
interfaces, that means more wave energy will pass through interfaces and reach to the
testing material, it is also true that more energy will be reflected back to the transducer
from testing material. This phenomenon explains one theory, that is, a higher frequency
ultrasonic wave can result in more accurate testing. That is why many engineers use
mega Hz frequency for testing.
In this thesis, a 10 MHz frequency transducer is used for generating ultrasonic pulse and
receiving the echo signal. At the beginning o f the test, the application sends out an
electrical signal to the transducer, the transducer is therefore being excited and it
converters the electrical energy into sound energy, a high frequency ultrasonic wave in
the mode o f longitude format starts propagating through transducer coating, water,
electrode tip and testing material, in between every interface, a portion o f wave energy
will be reflected back to the transducer. The transducer converts this amount o f acoustic
wave energy back to electrical signal and sends it to a high speed A/D converter, which
samples this signal and saves the result into memory. See fig 2-5.

electrical signal

6 M H z A/D
converter

A coustic w a v e

T est sample

Fig 2-5, Pulse signal sampling
The sampled value is the amplitude o f acoustic wave at the sampled instance, it simply
represents the energy amount was reflected back to the transducer. In our spot welding
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testing applications, the first pulse echo, just after the transducer sending out the source
pulse, should come with the biggest amplitude, the later echo pulse’s amplitude should
decrease potentially, that’s because the amount o f energy can be transferred from one
material to another material depends on the acoustic impendence o f the interface, low
impendence interface can transfer up to 50% o f its energy, high impendence material can
transfer as low as 1%, the more interfaces it goes , the less energy it passes through,
which means after certain amount o f time compare with the initial starting, the pulse echo
energy should be practically zero.

Pui

e ch o energy d e c re a se f a s t l y

Fig 2-6, Decrease o f pulse energy

2.3.1 Introduce to A-Scan signal
A sampled A-scan signal is a discrete ultrasonic wave echo signal, which is displayed in
time domain on one axis represents the time required for the return o f the echo and on the
other axis represents the strength or amplitude o f the echo. It is also called a TOF (time o f
flight) signal. To find out what kind o f A/D frequency converter should be used in order
to get an accurate A-Scan signal representation, we must first study the ultrasonic
velocity property in materials, because if it travel very fast, then a high speed A/D
converter is needed in order to sample enough data, if the velocity is relative low, then a
low frequency A/D converter may enough to do the sampling job. The velocity o f
ultrasonic wave transmitting in material depends on the material’s atomic structure, some
has a faster velocity, while others have slower velocity. The following table 2-1 is a
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previous study about ultrasonic velocity in materials by researchers and posted on N D T
System s Inc. website.

Acoustical Properties Of Common Materials
Ultrasonic Velocity
Longitudinal
T ransverse (Shear)
in / us
mm / us
in / us
mm / us

Material

Impedanc

z

IQiMllliiiiiii

Aluminum 1100-0
Aluminum 2024-T4
Aluminum 6061-T6
Beryllium
Brass (70% Cu - 30% Zn
Bronze (Phosphor 5%)
Copper (CP)
Gold
Hastelloy C
Hastelloy X
Inconel (Wrought)
Iron (Cast), Various Alloys
Lead (94Pb-6Sb)
Magnesium, Various Alloys
Monel
Nickel (CP)
Silver (0.99 Fine)
Steel 1020
Steel 4340
'S teel, CRES 300 Series
S t e e l, CRES 400 Series
Titanium, 6AI-4V
Zircaloy
Zirconium
Ethylene Glycol
Glycerin
Oil (SAE 20)
Water (20C)

0.248
0.251
0 248
0 507
0172
0139
0.187
0128
0.230
0 228
0.308
0 138-0 220
0 085
0 215-0 228
0.211
0 222
0142
02 .
0 230
0.221-0.226
0 212-0.237
0 243
0.186
0183
0.064
0.076
0.069
0.058

6 229
0.121
3 073
—
0.124
6.375
3.150
0.124
3.150
6 299
.....
12.878
0.350
8.890
4 369
0083
2.108
3 531
0.088
2 235
.
2
337
4 750
0 092
0.047
1 194
3 251
0114
5.842
2 896
5.791
0.108 "
2.743
1
7.823
3 023
0.119
3 505-5 588
0 087-0 126
2.210-3.200
0.032
2159
0.813
5.461-5.791 , 0119-0122
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Table 2-1, Ultrasonic wave velocity in materials,
(.N D T System s Inc. Huntington Beach, California)
As seen from the table, the velocity in a testing steel (1020) material is about 5.893
mm/ps, which is equivalent to 5893 m/sec at room temperature, in copper and water, its
velocity is corresponds to 4750 m/sec and 1473 m/sec correspondingly, at this testing
velocity, it takes a very short time, normally only several microseconds for the transducer
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to get the echo signal from the testing material. For example, if in a spot welding
application, the ultrasonic pulse must first goes through a 20mm thickness water, a 8mm
electrode tip (copper) and 2 piece o f metal sheets (1.0 mm + 1 .0 mm), then the total time
needed to get the echo pulse back after the initial pulse propagated is:

20 mm
8 mm
2 mm
. _
t = ( -------------------+ ------------------- + -------------------- ) x 2
1473 m / sec
4750 m / sec
5893 m l sec
= 0.0312 mill sec onds = 3 1 .2 micro sec onds
Where in the formula the factor 2 means the testing is echo mode, the pulse must go
through each layer form top to bottom and be reflected back to the transducer form
bottom layer to top layer, in each material, the pulse will go through 2 times. It travels
from the transducer to the destination and back to the transducer.
In the above example, the A/D converter must wait 31.2 micro seconds until it can detect
the pulse echo from the lower metal sheet o f the welding material, echoes reflected at
interfaces between the transducer and the lower metal sheet will reach to the transducer
before timeline 31.2 micro seconds, all the echoes reach to the transducer after 31.2
micro seconds are from interfaces below the lower metal sheet, therefore this timeline is
very important to the testing application, the application wishes to sample interesting
pulses before this timeline and discards pulses after it, it means the pulses record the
nugget formation process should be sampled before 31.2 micro seconds. This theory also
requires that no source pulse will be propagated through testing material before the last
interesting pulse is acquired by the A/D converter.

2.3.2 A-Scan Pulser
The transducer in this application is also the pulser, it is excited by an electrical signal,
which is controlled by the application. The cote component o f a transducer is a 10MHz
crystal, when the application needs an ultrasonic pulse, it sends an electrical signal,
usually a low AC voltage to the crystal, the crystal is then excited and oscillates at 10
MHz frequencies, produces a high frequency o f 10 MHz ultrasonic acoustic wave, this
wave is used as the testing wave signal in applications. Therefore the transducer actually
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converts the electrical energy into sound energy at the initial beginning, it can also
convert sound energy back into electrical energy at the testing time.
The generated pulse is a source signal pulse from the transducer, when designing
transducers, engineers will always try to simplify this pulse, because a multiple pulses
will complicate the pulse signature in NDT engineering. In figure 2-7, a simple pulse is
used to propagate through testing materials, the same pattern pulse echo should be
captured by the transducer.

Fig 2-7, Source pulse used in testing

2.3.3 A-Scan Signal Sampling
To acquire samples o f A-Scan signal, a high frequency analog to digital converter is used
for ultrasonic wave signal sampling, from the sample theorem we know the application
must have a A/D converter with at least 20MHz frequency, the higher the better. In this
application, it uses a 66MHz A/D converter. If the 66MHz A/D converter works between
time 0 and time 31.2 micro seconds, 2059 samples will be acquired, to acquire a complete
representations o f the last interesting echo, the A/D converter normally works to a
timeline beyond 31.2 micro seconds, for example to 35 micro seconds timeline, then the
total samples will be 2310. Figure 2-8 illustrates one A-Scan signal, which contains the
whole sampled data in the first 35 micro seconds.
Effective A -S c an s ta rts here

T ra n s d u c e r c o a tin g

W a te r

E le ctro d e tip

M e ta l s h e e ts

Fig 2-8, Sampled pulse from time 0 to 35 microseconds
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In this graph, multiple echoes happen near timeline 0, that’s because several coating layer
material were put on to the surface o f transducer during manufacturing, for the protection
o f the transducer being corroded in water, extend the transducer’s life, each o f these
coating layer will generate a echo pulse.
In this spot welding ultrasonic testing application, only the pulse generated after the
upper electrode tip is useful, any pulse before the electrode tip does not contribute useful
information to the welding, but they will also be there, they have the same timeline,
magnitude and pulse pattern as long as the welding equipment keeps the same. The useful
pulses are the last three echoes in figure 2-8, they were reflected by the three metal
interfaces, clearly in this situation, the two metal sheets have not fused together yet,
otherwise, if they were melted and a joint is formed, the pulse reflection from the
interface o f the two metal sheets should be gone, instead the pulse echo at this interface
was detected. This phenomenon explains the theory used in this ultrasonic testing
application, which monitors metal material physical property changing process during
welding.
As stated above, the pulses before the upper electrode tip is not useful for analyzing the
welding process, and if the application takes it into consideration, not only it is useless
and inefficiency, but also the data samples will be large. To make the application more
efficient, the ultrasonic testing application can set the start time o f A/D sampling, it is not
necessary to start sampling from the beginning, instead the application let the A/D board
wait for a few micro seconds after the initial source pulse was propagated, the amount o f
waiting time solely depends on the welding device and material property like transducer
position, electrode tip thickness, in this application, the timing is about 3 Ops to 40ps, this
timing can be set manually or automatically, for an automatic setting to work properly,
the application must detect the position o f the third major pulse, which is from the
interface between the upper electrode tip and upper metal sheet, this is easy to do so for
the application. The A/D start sampling waiting time can be a little less than the timing o f
the third major pulse, because the application needs complete information o f the third
major pulse. This way the A/D board only samples what it wants. Fig 2-9 shows the
useful sampled data, it only has three major pulse echoes related to the welding.
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Fig 2-9, A-Scan signal
The advantages o f A/D converter to spend some time waiting before sampling is obvious,
the amount o f data which the application need to process is far less than the whole signal
samples, it can be as less as 10%, if together with the use o f some digital processing or
mathematical algorithms, for example, take an average o f two samples as one final
output, the data will be much more less. In fact, a total o f 256 samples in one A-Scan are
good enough for most automotive spot welding ultrasonic testing applications, there are
256 samples (points) in figure 2-9, as seen, the three signature pulses are still very clear
and can be extracted easily. From now on, an A-Scan ultrasonic pulse in this thesis is
referred to the useful pulse information like figure 2-9, including pulses contained in the
B-Scan image.
One more point should mention here, if only 256 samples are needed for signal
processing, and the A/D converter works at 66MHz frequency, then the total sampling
time will be 3.878ps, if starting time is at tl= 30ps, then the end sampling time is
t2=33.878ps, figure 2-10 describes the A/D sampling and pulse timing relationship,
which is the A/D sample mode o f this ultrasonic testing application.

A/D converter idle time
0

A/D idle
t1

12

BS

Fig 2-10, A/D sampling timing

2.4 B-Scan Image Formation
A B-scan image is a sequential o f A-Scan signals recorded at different times with the
same time interval between each A-Scan, it is displayed in time domain on one axis
represents the sequence o f A-Scan signature and on the other axis represents the time
required for the return o f the pulse echo. In this spot welding application, a B-Scan image
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records the information about the metal sheets physical property changing process during
welding, the image’s color information is a representation o f the ultrasonic pulse
magnitude, it has nothing related with welding object color, the B-Scan image is usually a
gray scale image.

2.4.1 Computer Representation o f A-Scan signal
Computers and digital devices can only recognize binary information, all data processed
by digital computers is a combination o f 0 and 1, a byte o f 8 bits is the smallest data
storage unit, or current digital devices can work on. The amplitude o f A-Scan signal from
the ultrasonic transducer represents a float value from -1 to 1, to display it as a gray scale
value, it must be stretched to an integer value between 0 and 255, which fits into a byte o f
8 bits. The stretch is simple:
(Eq 2-4)
Where y takes integer value only, for example, if the pulse amplitude sampled value
is 0.506, the corresponding gray value represented in computer is 192.

2.4.2 B-Scan Image Formation
To form a B-Scan image is a simple job, put those A-Scan signals together in a sampled
order, it becomes a B-scan image, it is like to fill integer values in a squared table fields,
an example is illustrated in figure 2-11, to demonstrates the formation o f a 256x256
pixels B-Scan image, which means the B-Scan image contains 256 A-Scan signals,
corresponding to column 0 to column 255 in the table, each A-Scan signal has 256
samples, corresponding to row 0 to row 255 in the table, the columns and rows can be
any positive integer, the two values do not have to be equal, but for the convenience o f
computer processing, we usually take these two numbers as the power o f 2, for example
26, 27, 28 or 29, that’s equal to 64, 128, 256 and 512, more often this application uses 256,
because one byte or 8 bits is enough to represent this information. The steps to form a BScan image are as following:
1. Fill the first A-Scan data in column 0, put 256 samples to fields from row 0 to 255
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2. Repeat the second A-Scan on column 1, third A-Scan on column 2 until the last
A-Scan is being placed on column 255
Col
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Fig 2-11, Formation o f B-Scan
N ow the B-scan image contains 256x256 data'pixels, each pixel has value represents the
pulse magnitude at a specified testing time. A two dimensional array PIX[256][256] is
used to hold these data, to index a value at a specific sample time, simply give the
column and row indexes. For example, PIX[15][160] represents the value at row 15 and
column 160.

2.4.3 Display o f B-Scan Image
Color information in computer usually contains several bytes, the color capabili ties o f a
computer can range from monochrome to thousands o f colors. For example an 8 bits
color system has 256 colors; a 32 bits (4 bytes) system can have 4,294,967,295 colors.
An application can use the GetDeviceCaps function to retrieve the number o f color value.

bytes = GetDeviceCaps(BITSPIXEL)/8
To display sampled pulse value in gray color en a screen, the application need to set these
retrieved bytes to the same value. The following C++ code sets an A-Scan data, 256 pixel
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value in array Data[256] to a RGB color palette system, which is being used for display
most often:
i n t bpp=pDC->GetDeviceCaps(BITSPIXEL)/ 8 ;
u n s i g n e d c h a r *RGB_frame=new u n s i g n e d c h a r [ 2 5 6 * b p p ] ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 2 5 6 ; i ++ )
{

m em s et (RGB__frame+i *b pp, Da t a [ i ] , b p p ) ;

}
/ / R G B _ f r a m e now can b e u s e d f o r d i s p l a y
d e l e t e RGB f r a m e ;

As an example o f this operation, if signal value is 189, which corresponds to binary
valuelOl 11101, and the system support 24 bits high color resolution, then the result is:

B

R

G
I

l

l

Fig 2-12, Gray color setting
If the application has processed all 256x256 pixels, then those pixels can be displayed on
the screen and should look like figure 2-13, a B-Scan image. This image has a very clear
pulse pattern, an upper pulse extends from left to right horizontally, a lower pulse starts
from left to right, goes down and up and right again, in between the upper and lower
pulse, a pulse nugget is enclosed. These pulses are the signatures that record the welding.

•

...v*

Fig 2-13, B-Scan image
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2.4.4 Timing Between Every A-Scan in B-Scan
The A-Scan signal is a discrete sampled signal, it is not continues in time domain, this
feature also can be considered in the B-Scan image, if we consider the A-Scan signal as a
single discrete value, then the B-Scan image is a set o f these discrete A-Scan values. The
reason that B-Scan is discrete, because the source pulse used for ultrasonic testing is not
continues, it is frequently pulsed rather than continues pulsing, therefore the sampling o f
every A-Scan is also frequently, not continues. In spot welding applications, a single
welding process takes less than half second to finish, and normally 256 A-Scan pulse
signatures are good enough for analysis purpose and in the ultrasonic testing, one
ultrasonic source pulse will generate one A-Scan pulse, so a total o f 256 ultrasonic source
pulses are needed, these 256 pulses were propagated to the testing material evenly in the
half second welding time, the timing about when to send out an ultrasonic source pulse is
controlled by the computer. An example o f the timing relationship between every A-Scan
in B-Scan is illustrated below, this example assume that the total sample time is 300 mill
seconds and 256 A-Scan pulses will be sampled, then the timing between every A-Scan
or every ultrasonic source pulse is 1.171 mill second (300ms/256), it means the second
pulse can be propagated to the testing material only at 1.171 mill second later after the
first pulse was propagated, see the fig 2-14:
^ n d pulse
propagated

.1st pulse
propagated

1171

1201

AD sampling

2342

2372

AD sampling

256th pulse
propagated

D idle
298605

298635

us
AD sampling

Fig 2-14, Timing between A-Scans
The timing resolution requires a computer supporting at least micro second resolution, in
whichever programming language, functions or classes normally only support mill
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seconds resolution, in MS visual C++, two functions Q u e r y P e r f o r m a n c e F r e q u e n c y an d
Q u e r y P e r f o r m a n c e C o u n t e r can solve this issue:
LARGE_INTEGER l p F r e q u e n c y ;
QueryPerformanceFrequency(&lpFrequency);
i n t FrequencyO fM illSecond=lpFrequency.LowPart/1000;
S a m pl e I n t e r v a l = F r e q u e n c y O f M i 11 S e c o n d * A S c a n S a m p l e P e r i o d ;

Where parameter AScanSamplePeriod in the above case is 1.171ms, parameter
Samplelnterval becomes an interval counter between every A-Scan period, after getting
this value, the application start sending out the first source pulse, then wait, sample, wait
until Samplelnterval counters, which is equal to 1.171 mill seconds has ellipsed, then
start the second pulse, repeate wait, sample, wait and again and again 256 A-Scan pulses
have been acquired.

2.4.5 Save a B-Scan Image
After sampling a B-scan image data, it’s time to save the data to a disk file, the file
format is simple, it includes a file header and a data block, the length o f file header is 256
bytes, it records the information like image width, height (or sample number o f in every
A-Scan, A-Scan number in B-Scan) etc, the length o f data block depends on the image
width and height, normally it is equal to width*height, when there is only one byte
needed to represent one pixel information.
B-Scan file

Data block
(width xheight bytes)

Fig 2-15, B-Scan file format
This format also minimize the amount o f data saved to disk compare to a bitmap format
file, without losing image information, it is more efficient in disk space usage, since a
welding application does thousands o f welding everyday and creates thousands o f image
files . The following code dose the saving job:
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b o o l S a v e B S c a n F ile ( u n s ig n e d ch a r *data)
{

C S t r i n g FileName;
CFile B ScanF ile;
CTime t o d a y = C T i m e : : G e t C u r r e n t T i m e ( ) ;
F i l e N a m e . Format (_T ("%d%02d%02d-%06d") ,
t o d a y . G e t Y e a r () , t o d a y . GetMon t h () , t o d a y . G e t D a y () , W e l d O r d e r ) ;
F i l e N a m e = F i l e P a t h+ _ T ( " \ \ ") +Fi leName+_T ( ’’. b s c " ) ;
i f ( ! B S c a n F i l e . Open(FileName, C F i l e : :m odeC reate \ CFile::m odeWr
ite,NJJLL) ) r e t u r n ( f a l s e ) ;
{

B S c a n F i l e . W r i t e (B S c a n H e a d e r , HEADERLENGTH);
B ScanF ile. W rite(data,B ScanIm ageLen);
B S c a n F i l e . C l o s e () ;
}

WeldOrder++;
r e t u r n (t r u e ) ;

}
Where WeldOrder is the weld counter in the day, it should be reset to 0, if the day flag
changed, to prevent the integer number WeldOrder from overflowing. And the welding
file will look like “20070620-000001 .bsc”, it has a current date and followed by the
welding order counter, it is organized in daily base and by welding sequence, for easy
trace and management purpose.
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Chapter 3
IMAGE ANALYSIS
3.1 Image N oise
As discussed in the last chapter, the ultrasonic spot welding testing application actually
generates B-Scan images as the result o f real-time spot welding evaluation. These images
can be treated as 2-D signals, which contains unavoidable signal noise, due to analog
signal transmission on a piece o f wire, the variation states o f the transducer and discrete
A/D converting, more often the harsh welding environment generates some high
frequency AC current, wide band range sound wave and mechanical movements, where
the AC current will affect the linear property o f the ultrasonic transducer, some band o f
outside sound wave will be converted into electrical signal by the transducer during A/D
sampling, mechanical movements may affect ultrasonic pulse TOF signature. As the
result o f these interferences, noise is unavoidable to be included in the ultrasonic sampled
signals, typical noises in ultrasonic testing are random Gaussian noise, impulsive noise,
signal lost and unwanted pulse refection. When any o f these noises is brought into the BScan image, then image pixel values will fluctuate, edges will be blurred or discontinued
and pulse pattern will be hard to recognize from the image.
Base on the real environmental experiments and lab field research, four types o f noises
will appear in ultrasonic testing images in spot welding, these noises are Gaussian noise,
impulsive noise, unwanted pulse reflection and signal lost (or signal data missing),
though the last two types are not real noises, but they have the same negative affects to
the image analysis like the noise does, so in this thesis research application, they are
considered as noises.

3.1.1 Gaussian N oise
In communications, Gaussian noise is a random interference generated by the movement
o f electricity in the transmission lines, it is an additive noise to the real signal, cause the
signal to fluctuate within an error. It is very difficult to completely eliminate Gaussian
noise by only using hardware design, since any hardware and electrics may generate
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Gaussian noise. The noise’s probability density function is a Gaussian distribution, which
means the interference value can only take from Gaussian distribution values.
In the absence o f any known information, a white Gaussian zero-mean stochastic process
is used for modeling, usually with fixed standard deviation, this model predicts that the
noise values are distributed symmetrically around zero, it guarantees low noise level.
Moreover it is easier to deal with Gaussian distribution than with any other statistical
models. Gaussian noise in B-Scan images is relatively low, sometimes even hard to
observe it by human eyes, thanks to the advanced hardware technology. A linear
Gaussian filter is suitable for removing this type o f noise.
The following figure shows a periodic signal, marked in red solid line and its
contaminated Gaussian noise marked by black dots.
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Fig 3-1, Signal corrupted with noise

3.1.2 Impulsive N oise
Impulsive noise also known as spot or peak noise, which occurs usually in addition to the
system normally introduced by data acquisition, impulsive noise alters random signal
values, making their values very different from the real value and very often those o f
neighboring values too. Impulsive noise appears in B-Scan image as a sprinkle and light
spots, it can be caused by transmission error, faulty A/D conversion, or extreme external
noise corruption. The characters o f impulsive noise are noise duration is very short
compare to the signal duration, and noise amplitude is high compare to that o f ultrasonic
wave signal.
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A salt and pepper noise model is usually adopted to simulate impulsive noise in images.
The noisy image values l sp(h,k) are given:

I(h,k)
I ,P ( h <k ) =

I
min

+ v (j
A Vm ax

X<1
_ /

)

X > 1

(Eq 3-1)

min /

Where I is the true image value, I is a given constant, x a random value, 1 > x > 0 , 1 > y >
0 ,

and i m a x controlhow the noise will present, in most cases the settings are y=0 or

im in

y = l and imin=0, imax=255. A non linear filter, for example, a median filter is used to
remove this type o f noise.
The following figure shows a periodic signal contained with impulsive (above), and the
periodic signal after noise reduction (below).

1
0

1
1

Time
Fig 3-2, Signal separated from noise

3.1.3 Unwanted Pulse Reflections
As stated in the first chapter, part o f an ultrasonic wave will be reflected at any interface
as long as material physical property discontinues, because acoustic impendence will
always exist if the physical property discontinues, according to energy conservation law,
if only part o f wave energy can penetrate the interface from one material to another
material because o f the impendence, then the rest energy, which is equal to the source
wave energy subtracts the penetrated energy, must be reflected back at the interface on a
perpendicular testing application . Another reason is the welding conditions are so harsh,
the welding material is being squeezed by very high pressure force during welding and a
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high electrical AC current is being applied, it generates a very strong magnetic field,
creates small AC currents on testing components, the very sudden physical changes in
material together with the high squeeze pressure will generate a wide band range o f
sound waves, among them the low frequency waves can be heard by human ears, the high
frequency waves may transmit through the material and reach to the ultrasonic
transducer, the transducer however can not distinguish these waves from the testing
wave, therefore they are all converted into electrical signal, captured by the A/D
converter, exist in A-Scan signals and brought into B-Scan images.
The following figure shows some unwanted pulse wave reflections in the acquired BScan image, it creates problems and difficulties during image processing like image
feature detection and pattern recognition. A frequency filter is suitable to remove these
unwanted reflections.

U n w a n te d p u ls e
r e fle c tio n s

Fig 3-3, Unwanted reflections in B-Scan

3.1.4 Signal Lost
The cause o f signal lost is still not clear, but based on our experiments and observations,
it is a regular phenomenon and happens at data acquisition stage, due to some hardware
issues like register reset or shifting operation, a value o f extremely white or black,
especially when a set o f sequenced A/D samples have the same extremely white or black
value, they do not tell any information about real signal, it looks like continues impulsive
noise during sampling, users can not recover the truly signal by common noise reduction
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algorithm. A typical example o f this phenomenon is a white or black straight vertical line
in a B-Scan image, it means the whole A-Scan signal is lost at this time frame, there is no
way that we can use convention methodology to recover the true A-Scan signal. The lost
signal also creates difficulties for image pattern recognition and feature detection, but
fortunately this kind o f signal lost is easy to detect and by applying a repair algorithm,
this problem can be solved easily.
The following figure 3-4 shows a complete A-Scan lost (left) and part o f A-Scan
information lost (right). A substitute algorithm using neighboring A-Scans is suitable to
repair the lost information.
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Fig 3-4, A-Scan signal lost

3.1.4 Z ig z a g Pulse
Besides the noises mentioned above, sometimes zigzag sharp turns also contained in the
B-Scan image, the cause o f this type o f noise is not clear, but if they appear in the B-Scan
images, they are always corrupted with the strong pulse signatures. It also creates
difficulties for the image processing, especially to the stage o f edge detection. The good
thing is that they can be removed by a proper frequency band rejecter filter.
Figure 3-5 shows zigzag information contained in the B-Scan image:
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Fig 3-5, Zigzag pulse

3.2 Image N oise Estimation
In order to correlate the pulse pattern with material changing process during welding, the
application does not analyzes a single A-Scan signal, instead it analyze a set o f A-Scan
signals, which is a B-Scan image, so the signal processing to this ultrasonic testing
application means image processing. As we know, noise is always presented in signals,
different noise may occur at different time or in different environment. An important step
o f image processing is to reduce noise amount by applying a proper noise filter. But what
kind o f filter the application should select for the current image, linear or nonlinear filter,
finite impulsive response (FIR) filter or infinite impulsive response (HR) filter? This
question remains unclear until the image processing application identifies the noise type
and noise amount corrupted in the images (signals).

3.2.1 Image Mean and Variance
To analyze the noise, mean value is first evaluated, it is an average value o f a sequenced
number, for N samples o f a discrete random signal X, the mean is:

N
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Where Xo,... X n-i are the N samples o f a 1-D signal.
For a two dimensional image signal, the mean is the average o f the enclosed pixels
values:
1
X=

»-l m—\

. . VV. v w . . / )

m xn

(fi? 3-3 )

i= 0 j = 0

Where x(ij) is the pixel value at image location (i,j), it sums up all the pixel values and
divide it by the pixel number.. The following is a C++ code implementation o f Eq 3-3,
get a mean value o f (2w Size+ l)(2w Size+ l) pixels at a center point (x,y):
f l o a t MeanValue ( u n s i g n e d c h a r * d a t a , i n t . x , i n t y , i n t w d , i n t w S i z e )
{

f l o a t color=0;
f o r ( i n t k = - w S l z e ; k < = w S i z e ; k++)
f o r ( i n t i = - w S i z e ; i < = w S i z e ; i++)
{

c o l o r + = ( f l o a t ) d a t a [ x + i + ( y + k ) *wd] ;
}

c o l o r = c o l o r / ( (2*wSize+l) * (2 * w S ize + l)) / / / g e t

average value

retu rn(color) /
)

The parameter

wd is the image width in pixels, pixels values are stored in an array o f

data[].
The mean value o f an image only tells how strong the average signal is presented, it can
not tell the noise amount. A variance on the country, is a very useful statistical property
for random signals, the variance o f a signal tells us how much o f the fluctuation that
floats around the mean, the magnitude o f the variance would give us a sense o f how
much noise is in the image pixels. The variance formula is given by:
n- 1 m- 1 /

Var =

\

-v

-----------------

(Eq3 - 4)

mxn-l
Where -1 in numerator is to compensate the mathematical computation error when m*n is
large enough. The value o f variance, however, will always be positive and does not have
the same unit with the signal, in some situations when the application needs to lenow if
the noise is above or below the signal level or the how far is the amount o f noise away
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from the signal, the variance can hardly tell. Therefore, engineers use another term
standard deviation to represent the noise.
The standard deviation dedicates the noise magnitude in images, it quantifies the typical
variation o f a pixel will have from its true value. The standard deviation is a very useful
statistical unit in measurement, because while it is still being positive, it has the same
units as the original signal, from the standard deviation, it is easy to learn the noise
amount corrupted in the signal. The standard deviation formula is given by, which is the
square root o f the variance:
n- 1 m - 1

c \ = 4V ar

i=0j=0
mxn-l

_

-

(Eq3 - 5)

The following C++ code computes the variance o f a squared area in the image, where the
center point is (x,y), total pixels o f (2*w Size+ l)*(2*w Size+ l), after getting the variance
value, the standard deviation value is also got, by doing one more step, take the square
root o f variance.
float VarianceValue(unsigned char *data,int x,int y,int wd,int
wSize)
{

float variance=0;
float mean=MeanValue(data,x,y,wd, wSize) ;
for(int j=-wSize;j<=wSize;j++)
for(int i=-wSize;i<=wSize;i++)
{

variance+=pow((data[x+i+(y+j)*wd]-mean),2);

}
return(variance/((2*wSize+l)* (2*wSize+l)-1));

}
Noise fluctuations can vary in both their magnitude and spatial frequency, applications
usually neglect spatial frequency noise affect in digital signal processing, and deal with
the magnitude noise. With no other known information, the application computes the
standard deviation to detect signal magnitude noise, this step called noise detection and
identification, which is crucial to the image processing, without properly identify the
noise, the application could not apply a noise filtering algorithm. By computing the
standard deviation, the application can learn which kind o f noise is contained in the
images, Gaussian, impulsive or unwanted reflections? Then it can pickup a noise filtering
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algorithm to do the reduction work. Following are four images with different types o f
noise, the measured standard deviation varies "from 1.15 to 8.92, see figure 3-6.

<7 =3.49

<7 - 8.92

Fig 3-6, Standard deviation o f B-Scan images
As can be seen from the images, the top left one is relatively smooth, its standard
deviation <7 =1.15, is a very small value, that’s because the image only contains Gaussian
additive noise. The top right one and bottom left one have similar pulse property, they all
have unwanted pulse reflections and may also contain Gaussian noise, but one a =5.38
and another one o =3.49, the reason is that the top right image also has one missing A-
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Scan signal, which is a white line in the image, it pushes the standard deviation to a
higher value, otherwise these two standard deviation should have similar values. The
bottom right image has a relative bigger standard deviation value a =8.92, because the
image contains not only unwanted reflection pulses, but also contains a lot o f impulsive
noise, some white and black pixels can be seen, this impulsive noise pushes the standard
deviation value much higher than the others.
Image contains different type o f noise, the standard deviation will be different too, based
on the experiments in our lab, if a B-Scan image only contains Gaussian noise, then its
standard deviation value will be typically less than 2, if an image contains only unwanted
reflections only, its standard deviation will between 2.3 and 5.5, on the other hand, if the
image has impulsive noise, then its standard deviation will be greater than 7. This
experiment result makes it possible to identify the noise type based the standard deviation
value.

3.2.2 Signal to N oise Ratio
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is the ratio o f a signal power to the noise power corrupting
the signal. In image processing, the SNR o f an image is defined as the ratio o f the mean
pixels value to the standard deviation o f the pixel values, which is given by:

(Eq3 - 6)

SNR = —
-

SNR is difficult to compute accurately because it is difficult to completely separate the
true signal from noise contained samples. The mean values o f the above images in figure
3-6 are around gray value 128, the approximately SNR computation o f each image in
figure 3-6 is about 110, 25, 37, 15 from left to right, top to bottom respectively. These
values o f SNR give us a sense how good the signal is in the images, when SNR is bigger,
it means the image has better signal quality, when SNR is smaller, it means the image is
much more noisy, contains more noise. Among the above images, the top left image with
SNR=110 has the best signal quality, while the bottom right one with SNR=15 has the
worst signal quality.
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3.2.3 Algorithm for Automatic N oise Identification
In this real-time ultrasonic testing application, it is not practical that human interference
the analysis process, the image analysis process must be finished immediately after the
application get the image data, or at least some time before the welding jars move into the
next welding spot, otherwise, the jobs will be piled up and the application is no longer a
real-time application.
Different noise deduction algorithms service for different noise filtering purpose, the
application can not use only one or two algorithms to do the job, it must be able to
recognize the noise type, noise amount and select a proper noise filtering algorithm or a
combination o f several algorithms to do the filtering job automatically. Since most o f the
noises are randomly distributed in the image, the probability distribution function should
not have much difference regarding to different locations in the image, this theory means
that if one kind o f noise is detected in one location, it is likely to appear in other locations
in the same image, it also means the application can locate anywhere to detect the image
noise. An automatic noise identification algorithm is used to identify the noise presented
in the image, include what type o f noise and how much the noise amount is, its steps are
defined below:
1. Determine the standard deviation value a from a wide location area away from
pulse signature waves.
2. If a is less than \ \ , where Xi is the upper limit o f Gaussian noise, then the image
only contains Gaussian noise, return type 0
3. If a is between A,i and %i, where X2 is the upper limit o f unwanted reflections noise
in the image, then do the following:
1) Determine the standard deviation value o s from a small location area away
from pulse signature waves
2) If a s is less than A,s, then the image only contains Gaussian noise and
unwanted reflections, return type 1
3) If as is between Xs and A,h, then the image only contains unwanted
reflections and impulsive noise, return type 2
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4. If o is greater than la, then do the following:
1) Determine the standard deviation value o s from a small location area away
from pulse signature waves
2) If gs is less than as, then the image contains Gaussian noise, unwanted
reflections and signal data missing, return type 3
3) Else if o s is greater than ks, then the image only contains unwanted
reflections, impulsive noise and signal data missing, return type 4
The principle o f this algorithm is based on the observations and experiments, a in the
algorithm can be considered global standard deviation, and as can be considered as local
standard deviation, Xi, la,

and Xh are the selected noise values that distinguish different

noise type, which can be one single type, or most often it is a mixed type noise. The
detection o f global and local standard deviations is necessary in this application, because
there may have some overlapped area in global standard deviation for different images,
then the application has to detect a local standard deviation, it should be different for
different type o f noise images, otherwise, they belong to the same type noise image. For
example, if the right two images in figure 3-6 have similar values (bottom image contains
less impulsive), then their local standard deviations are different, the top one should have
a small value, because it is smooth in local area, but the bottom one should have bigger
value, since it still has impulsive noise locally. This phenomenon is interesting, it
coincides with the facts that unwanted reflection pulses or column data missing are in
global area but not locally, on the country, the impulsive noise are presented both
globally and locally. Where when look into small areas, if they do not have much
fluctuations, it means small areas do not contain pulse reflections. When the standard
deviation a is big in wide area, it means the image is very noisy, it usually contains
impulsive noise, and also with other kind o f noises presented, the detection o f a in a
small rectangle will also give a big value, since impulsive noise is randomly distributed
in image.
This algorithm puts the noises into a different categories, it becomes much easier for an
application to pick up a noise filtering algorithm to do the noise reduction job. Following
is the C++ code for noise identification:
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int Noiseldentification(unsigned char *data,float *amount, float
*lmata)
{

int wd=bmpWd;
int x=bmpWd-4 0,y=bmpHt-4 0,wSize=30;
float sNoise [3];
sNoise[0]= s q r t (VarianceValue(data,x,y,wd,2));
sNoise [1]=sqrt(VarianceValue(data,x+20,y+20,wd,2));
sNoise[2]=sqrt(VarianceValue(data,x+30,y+30,wd,2));
*amount= (sNoise[0]+sNois^[l]+sNoise[2])/3;
for(int i=l;i<3;i++)
if(sNoise[0]>sNoise[i])sNoise[0]=sNoise[i];
float noise=sqrt(VarianceValue(data,x,y, wd, wSize));
if(noiseClmata[0])return(0) ;
if(noise>=lmata[0] && noise<= lmata[l])
{

if(sNoise[0]<lmata[2])return (1);
else return (2);
}

if(noise>lmata[1])

{
if(sNoise[0]<lmata[2])return(3);
else return (4);
}
}

In the code, A], %2 , As and Ah are stored in an array lmata[], sNoise[] is an array to store a
few small area standard deviation values. Sort sNoise[] to put the minimum a s in the first
element sNoise[0] is necessary.

3.3 Image N oise Filtering
N oise filtering sometimes called noise reduction or denoising is a process to remove
noise from a signals. N oise filtering techniques are developed from electrical engineering
fields, where signal processing is a very important step to improve signal quality, these
filtering techniques or algorithms are conceptually similar regardless o f the signals, but
the nature characters o f the noise and signal can mean the implementations o f filtering
techniques vary greatly depending on the type o f signal being processed.
The electrical devices like the transducer, A/D board electronics and transmission wires
used for spot welding all introduce noises to the ultrasonic wave signals. Some are easy
to detect and can be removed by adding hardware or shielding devices, some were unable
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to be removed by the means o f hardware devices, these noises corrupted into the final BScan images, give a lot o f difficulties for image feature detection or recognize image
pattern, and the application may fail to control the welding process. So properly filter out
the image noise is the first important step the application should do before going image
feature detection. In the last section, the thesis introduces a noise identification algorithm
based on the computation o f standard deviation globally or locally. In most occasions,
Gaussian noise, impulsive noise, unwanted pulse reflections or missing signal data will
be presented in the B-Scan images, based on the nature characters o f these noises, this
thesis use some well developed filtering algorithms as well as some modified algorithms
suitable for this application. The filters used in this thesis include Gaussian filter, median
filter, mean filter, frequency filter and as well as filter designed specially for missing
signals removal and repair.

3.3.1 Gaussian N oise Filtering
A Gaussian filter is also called a smoothing filter, it is a linear low pass filter, it can
effectively remove Gaussian noise in the signal, meanwhile it also smoothes the real
signal. It uses a kernel mask to smooth the noise by convolving it with the original signal,
it is a particular case o f signal values averaging. The Gaussian noise is only attenuated
but not completely removed. The Gaussian kernel mask comprises a set o f coefficient
elements which are determined by a Gaussian function.
In image noise filtering, the Gaussian kernel mask is a set o f two dimensional coefficients,
these coefficients convolve with a two dimensional image signal, it gives the image a
blurred appearance if the standard deviation o f the mask is high, and has the effect o f
smoothing the values over an area in the image. This brings the value o f each pixel into
closer harmony with the value o f its neighbors. The Fourier transform o f Gaussian is still
a Gaussian, without second lobes, it is a better low pass filter than an averaging filter.
Gaussian filtering works relatively well, but the blurring o f edges can sometimes cause
problems, particularly if the filtered image is being fed into edge detection algorithms.
An optimal compromise o f noise reduction and edge character reservation should be
taken into consideration in applications. Figure 3.7 is 2-D Gaussian kernel.
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Fig 3-7, Gaussian filter
The Gaussian smoothing filter can be implemented efficiently thanks to the separable
Gaussian kernel, this means convolving an image I with a 2-D Gaussian kernel G is as
convolving first all rows, then all columns with a 1-D Gaussian having the same standard
deviation o, this advantage gives a lot easier in code implementation. The noise filtering
computation time complexity increases linearly with the mask size, quadratically for 2-D
kernel.
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Before using the Gaussian mask, the application should first determine the kernel width
w, the width is typically an odd value, it has the following relationship with the standard
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deviation, w=5o, which subtends 98.8% o f the area under Gaussian. For example, a 3
pixels width corresponds to the a=0.6, a 5 pixels width corresponds to a = l. In general,

<7..W

w
= —

5

(Eq 3-8)

Under the above theory and assumption, the application implements the following C++
for Gaussian filtering,
f l o a t G a u s s i a n V a l u e ( f l o a t s t d , f l o a t x)
{

f l o a t r e s u l t = e x p ( - x * x / ( 2 * s t d * s t d ) ) / ( s q r t (2*PI) * s t d ) ;
return(result);

}
v o i d G a u s s i a n F i l t e r i n g ( u n s i g n e d c h a r * D a t a , i n t s i z e , f l o a t s t d D)
{

/ / TODO: Add y o u r command h a n d l e r c o d e h e r e
i n t wd=bmpWd;
-i n t ht =bmpHt ;
u n s i g n e d c h a r * t empDat a=new u n s i g n e d c h a r [ bmpWd*bmpHt ];
filterWd+=size;
for (int j=filterW d;j<ht-filterW d;j++)
for (int i=filterWd;i<wd-filterWd;i++)

{
//c o n v o lv a tio n , f i r s t convolvate w ith row s, then convolate
/ / w i t h columns
i n t m, n ;
flo a t color=0;
for(n=-size;n<=size;n++)

{
f l o a t Gr e y = 0 ;
for(m=-size;m<=size;m++)
G r e y + = G a u s s i a n V a l u e ( s t d D , (f l o a t ) m ) * D a t a [ i + m+ ( j + n ) * w d ] ;
c o l o r + = G a u s s i a n V a l u e ( s t d D , (f l o a t ) n) *Gr e y ;
}

tempData[ i+j *w d] = ( i n t ) c o l o r ;

}
memcpy ( D a t a , t e mpDat a ,bmpWd*bmpHt) ;
d e l e t e tempData;
}

GaussianValueis used to retrive gaussian kernel value, Data and
tempData in function GaussianFilteringis used to store the image pixel \ahxQS,filterWd
Where function

is gloable parameter used to record the bounded edge width after filtering. The filtered
data will be put back to the array

*Data. Figure 3-8 is an example o f the image before
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Gaussian filtering (a) and after Gaussian filtering (b), using parameters standard deviation
a = l.l, width w>=5x5.

a. before filtering

b. after filtering

Fig 3-8, Images before and after Gaussian filtering
As can seen from the images, noise are almost gone after filtering, but the edges are also
blurred a little and less clearly due to the smoothing factor, but the image after filtering is
still good enough for edge detection, since the image has a strong pulse pattern presented.
Besides, this filtering algorithm also creates a bounded edge, with no image information
left, the width o f the bound edge is 2 pixels, a result as the use o f 5*5 Gaussian kernel
mask.

3.3.2 Median filtering
A median filter is nolinear filter, it is usually used for impulsive noise removal in signal
processing. A median filter considers each pixel in the image in turn and compares with
its nearby neighborhood to remove the noise by first sorting all the pixel values from n*n
neighborhood into numerical order and then replacing the pixel being considered with the
middle pixel value, where n is an odd number.
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For the above 3x3 neighborhood pixels, the algorithm first sort the nine numbers in
ascend order, 98, 100, 101,122,127,128,129 135,168, then repalce the current pixel
value 98 with a median value 127.
The advantage o f median filtering is that it preserves the sharp edges very well while it
effectively removes impulsive noise. It is used a lot in applications where edge detection
is important. The disadvantage is the high computational cost, like the Gaussian filtering,
especially when the window size nxn becomes large, the computer takes very long time
to do the filtering, a compromise o f filter speed and efficiency must be taken into
consideration when using this algorithm. Based on the above theory, the application
implements the following C++ code for this algorithm:
v o i d M e d i a n F i l t e r i n g ( u n s i g n e d c h a r *Dat a,L nt s i z e )
{

i n t wd=bmpWd;
i n t h t = b mp Ht ;
u n s i g n e d c h a r *t empDat a=ne w u n s i g n e d char[bmpWd*bmpHt ] ;
filterWd+=size;
i n t c o l o r [256];
/ / m a x i m u m s i z e 1 5*15
in t m,n;
for(in t j=filterWd;j<ht-filterWd;j++)
fo r(in t i=filterWd;i<wd-filterWd;i++)

{
in t k=0,temp;
for(n=-size;n<=size;n++)
f o r (m=-size;m<=size;m++)
c o l o r [ k ++J = ( i n t ) Dat a [ i+m+ ( j +n) *wd] ;

f o r ( n = 0 ; n < ( 2 * s i z e + l ) * ( 2 * s i z e + 1 ) - 1 ;n++)/ / s o r t t h e a r r a y
f o r (m=0;m< ( 2 * s i z e + l ) * ( 2 * s i z e + l ) - l ; m++ )
(

i f (c o l o r [ m ] > c o l o r [ m + 1 ])
{

temp=color[m] ;
co lo r[m ] =color[m+1];
color[m+1]=temp;

}
}

tempData[i + j * w d ] = c o l o r [ (2 * s i z e+ l) *(2*s i z e + 1 ) / 2 ] ;
}

memcpy ( Da t a , t e mpDat a , bmpWd*bmpHt) ;
d e l e t e t empData;

}
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Parameter *Data is used to store data before and after noise filtering, size is equal to (wl)/2 ,filte r W d is a global parameter, *tempData is a temporarily array, this function will
only removes impulsive noise. Figure 3-9 shows an image contains impulsive noise (a)
and image after 3x3 median filtering (b).

a. before filtering

b. after filtering

Fig 3-9 Images before and after median filtering
The result shows pretty good filtering efficiency, where most impulsive noise (spots and
peaks) are removed completely, and the edges are well maintained. Same as Gaussian
filtering, it also creates a bounded edge, one pixel width, lies outside o f the image, due to
the window mask technique, but it has no effect on later steps o f edge detection problem.

3.3.3 Mean Filtering
A mean filter uses an nxn (n usually an odd number) window mask with the same
coefficient in each element to convolve nxn image pixels, it simply replaces each pixel
value in an image with the mean value o f its neighborhood pixels, including itself. This
has the effect o f eliminating pixel values which are unrepresentative o f their surroundings,
but could not completely remove the signal noise.
The following matrix is 3x3 window mask used for mean filtering, following by the C++
code:
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void MeanFiltering(unsigned char *Data,int size)
{

int wd=bmpWd;
int ht=bmpHt;
int temp,m,n;

u n s i g n e d c h a r *t empDat a=new u n s i g n e d char [ bmpWd*bmpHt ] ;
filterWd+=size;
f o r (int j=filterWd;j <ht-filterWd;j ++)
for (int i=filterWd;i<wd-filterWd;i++)
{

temp=0;
for(n=-size;n<=size;n + + ) ~
for(m=-size;m<=size;m++)
temp+=(int)Data[i+m+(j+n)*wd];
tempData[i+j*wd]=temp/((2*size+l)* (2*size+l));

m e m c p y (Data,tempData,bmpWd*bmpHt);
d e l e t e tempData;
}

The mean filter algorithm is only used with a combination o f other filtering algorithms,
and in cases where smoothing image is necessary.

3.3.4 Frequency Filtering
Low pass filter, high pass filter, band stopper and band pass filter are frequency filters,
which works in frequency domain to let a specific band frequency to pass and attenuate
or reduce other frequencies that the application does not want. In image processing,
frequency filters are very useful, a low pass filter can be used to smooth sharp edges or
comers, a high pass filter can be used for enhancing edges. To do the image filtering
using frequency filter, the image must be first transformed into frequency domain, the its
data is multiplied with a frequency filter function, the result becomes selected band
frequency data, and then put it back into an inverse Fourier transform function, to recover
the image data in spatial domain. The core steps are to design a frequency filter and to
transform the image into frequency domain. A low pass filter attenuates high frequencies
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results in a smoother image, a high pass filter attenuates low frequencies results in
enhanced image edges. This is because the low frequency terms usually represent the
general shape o f the image and the high frequency terms provide sharp edges and fine
details.

3.3.4.1 Fourier Transform
Fourier analysis used in image processing is delivered from electrical one dimensional
signal processing. A Fourier transform decomposes a signal into a continuous spectrum
o f its frequency components, and the inverse Fourier transform reassembles a signal from
its spectrum o f frequency components. An image is viewed as a 2-D digitized signal, but
it does not have direct frequency information encoded in the frequency domain, making
this technique a little more complicated than conventional Fourier analysis. For example,
an audio signal in time domain is feed into a Fourier transform, the result becomes a
frequency spectrum, which is easy to understand, but when an image is feed into a
Fourier transform, it maybe difficult to understand that the result is pixel various
frequency spectrum in frequency domain, however if we understand that changes in color
or gray pixel value is also considered as frequency, then the design will be easy. A 1-D
continues Fourier transform function is given by:

(Eq 3-9)
Where independent variable t represents time parameter, the transform variab le/
represents frequency. The complex-valued X is said to represent x in the frequency
domain. To reconstruct signal x from X , an inverse Fourier transform function is used:

(Eq 3-10)
The above two formulas are in general case, where signal is continues in time domain, to
process digitized signal, discrete Fourier transform (DTF) functions instead o f continues
Fourier transform functions are used, the difference is change the integration symbol to
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summation symbol. For example let’s consider N samples taken from analog signal x(t),
the discrete Fourier transform o f these samples is :
N - l

x „ = X

- j 2 nnk

N

x k‘ *e

(Eq 3-11)

k = 0

Where x* is a sampled value at time t=kA, k = 0 ,1, ... .N -1, A is ample interval, X n is the
frequency spectrum o f these N samples. The inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is
given by:
jV - J

j 2 K nk
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^
iv

#j c

(Eq 3-12)

k = 0

So far the above transform functions are al] regarding to 1-D signals, the 2-D signal
transform functions are basically the same as l-D ’s functions, they can be considered as
do 1-D on horizontal transformation then do another 1-D on vertical transformation, it
simplifies the problem, make computation and implementation possible. To transform a
2-D image signal into frequency domain or to transform spectrum data from frequency
domain back into spatial domain, a 2-D discrete Fourier transform function and a 2-D
inverse discrete Fourier transform function will be used, they are given below:
2-D DFT:
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(Eq 3-13)

2-D IDFT:
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3.3.4.2 Properties o f Fourier Transform
Signals can be represented in time domain or an alternative way o f frequency domain.
The Fourier transform is a mathematical tool to convert signals from one domain to
another domain, the conversion does not make useful sense if there is no modification or
processing were being made to the converted signals, or we say it is easier to process a
signal in one domain than the other, that’s why signal processing field needs Fourier
transform. The properties o f Fourier transform is refer to the relationship between a
signal character in this domain and the signal character in another domain. For example,
convolving time domain signals results in their frequency spectrum being multiplied.
This is the first important property o f Fourier transform, convolution takes place in
spatial domain is equal to multiplication takes place in frequency domain, but in
frequency domain it takes much less time for computation than in time domain, because
multiplication is a simpler mathematical operation than convolution, so it is a great
advantage to image processing.
The second property is linear, this also means other mathematical terms o f linearity are
applied for Fourier transform, like homogeneity or additive. Flomogeneity means that a
change in amplitude in one domain produces an identical change in amplitude in another
domain. Additive means that signal addition in one domain corresponds to addition in
another domain. This property makes modification signals or signal processing possible,
since most o f signal modification are linear operations.

3.3.4.3 Image in Frequency Domain
Fast Fourier transform (FFT), is a faster version o f Fourier transform, used to perform
Fourier operations in this thesis, because FFT is more faster, efficient and does the same
'j
FT does. For example, the DFT takes N operations to do the Fourier transform for N
discrete samples, the FFT only takes N log 2N operations for the same number samples,
when N is large, N log 2N is much smaller than N 2.
The frequency spectrum o f an N xN (N is power o f 2) pixels image is calculated in this
way, the application creates two arrays, each array has a length o f N *N, equal to the
image pixels, one is called real array, the other is called imaginary array, used for storing
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real and imaginary parts o f FFT calculation results, to calculate FFT, first do the one
dimensional FFT on each rows, then followed by the one dimensional FFT on each
columns. That is, take N pixel values from row 0, put them into the FFT function’s real
part, fill the imaginary part with zeros, calculate the row FFT, the real part result o f the
FFT's output is placed back into real array o f row 0, and the imaginary part o f the FFT's
output is placed into imaginary array o f row 0. Repeat this procedure on rows 1 to row N1. Then continued by doing column FFT, the above FFT calculation procedure is
repeated on each o f the column o f the row FFT data. Take the N pixel values from
column 0 o f the real array, and N pixel values from column 0 o f the imaginary array,
calculate the column 0 FFT. The real part o f the FFT's output is placed back into column
0 o f the real array, while the imaginary part o f the FFT's output is placed back into
column 0 o f the imaginary array. Repeated this procedure until columns /V-l is done.
N ow the two arrays contain the image's frequency spectrum data, a real part and an
imaginary part, the power o f spectrum is defined below and used for display:
(Eq 3-15)
where f re andf m are real and imaginary values respectively.
Figure 3-10 shows two original images (top) and their corresponding frequency spectrum
energy (bottom). As discussed above, the two original images have different noise level,
one contains Gaussian noise, one contains unwanted pulse reflections, these difference
pulse and noise patterns create different frequency spectrum data, the left image is
relatively smooth, the horizontal pulse generates more frequency energy on vertical
direction, see the white portion, which represents the magnitude o f spectrum energy, are
relatively low and close to the center point, which represents frequency 0. The right
image has more pulse reflections, which creates vertical frequencies in the spectrum data,
so we see a lot o f spectrum energy, white color, on the vertical direction, and because
there is a white line in the original image, it creates horizontal frequencies, a white line in
spectrum data. By analyzing the frequency spectrum data, we can design a special filter
to attenuate some unwanted specific frequencies in frequency domain.
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Fig 3-10, Images and their frequency spectrum

3.3.4.4 The Frequency Filter
To design a filter suitable for the image processing, the first step is to look at the image
frequency spectrum after the 2-D Fourier transform. According to the FFT theory and
images results, it is easy to know that the frequency spectrum is symmetrical around the
center point, which is frequency zero, and frequency increases at the positions where it is
far from center point. This character requires the frequency filter must also be
symmetrical around center point and phase linear, because there is no phase distortion
allowed for image frequency data, to meet these requirements a finite impulsive response
(FIR) filter rather than infinite impulsive response (HR) should be selected. Since FIR is
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easy to implement as linear, no feed back is necessary like that in HR, and FIR coefficient
data can also be arranged to symmetrical.
It is important that the image after frequency filtering only keeps wanted image features,
like those unwanted pulse reflection should be get rid as much as possible, and those real
pulse signatures from interfaces should be kept as original, this requires the filter is a very
smooth in both pass band and stop band, no ripples are allowed, and the rolling down
speed from the pass band to the stop band should be as fast as possible, it is same to say a
faster rolling down filter, for example a -30dB/decade filter is faster than a -20 dB/decade
filter, should be a selection, if this filter doe's not meet other requirements, then a slow
rolling down filter with high pole number is also acceptable. In hardware implementation,
engineers are always try to lower the pole number, since each pole is going to cost a set
o f hardware, fortunately, in this thesis, the hardware implementation is not necessary, so
it can take a high pole number when it needs and the cost is almost zero. From this
perspective o f view, it is necessary to exam several filter models like Butterworth filter,
Chebyshev filter and Elliptic filter, these filters are most frequently used in filter design,
each o f them has its own advantages, some with fast rolling down speed from pass band
to stop band, but may contain ripples in pass band or stop band, some are smooth in both
pass band and stop band, but the rolling speed is slow. Figure 3-11 lists four type o f
filters.
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Fig 3-11, Low pass filters
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Comparing their properties, Butterworth filter is the final selection o f the filter model,
since the thesis cares more about the smoothness in both bands rather than the rolling
down speed, and on the other hand a high pole number should compensate this
disadvantage, with the implementation cost o f a high pole number is zero.
A simple low pass filter or a high pass filter still can not meet the image filtering
requirements, as discussed above, the filter should be able to remove specific frequencies
o f the image in frequency domain and keeps all other frequencies, a band stopper also
called a band rejecter finally becomes a choice based on experiments, it is suitable for
frequency removal in this application. The design o f a frequency band rejecter is based
on the use o f a low pass Butterworth filter and a high pass Butterworth filter, a
combination o f these two filters paralleled together to act as a band rejecter, figure 3-12
illustrate the principle o f a band rejecter:
Low pass filter
Band rejected freq u en cies

Ml freq u en cies

High pass filter

Fig 3-12, Construction o f band rejecter
Where the cut o ff frequency o f the low pass filter

ojcl

is smaller than that o f the high pass

filter o)Cff. The transfer functions are defined as below:
Butterworth low apss filter:
H (Ja>)=

,

1

i +(— ?
°)cL

(Eq 3-16)

Butterworth high passs filter:
H (jco) =

1
, 1 + P ^ ) 2"
03 _
V

(Eq 3-17)

Set a proper low cut o ff frequency and high cut o ff frequency, then the filter will reject
frequencies between odcL and ooch , all other frequencies will pass the filter, figure 3-13
shows a 1-D band rejecter filter model. This model is the base model o f the frequency
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filter used in this thesis, a 2-D band rejector filter can be directly delivered from this 1-D
filter, the difference between this 2-D filter and conventional 2-D filter is that, a
conventional filter is usually circular symmetrical, that means both the low cut o ff
frequency and high cut o ff frequency remain constant in any phase angle, in this thesis,
however, the high cut o ff frequency changes with the pahse angle, it reaches to its
maximum value at the angle o f 90 degree at the 2-D plane, so when connecting all the
high cut o ff frequencies together, it looks more like an ellipse shape rather than a circle,
but the low cut o ff frequency does not change with the pahse, the reason why this thesis
uses this type o f filter is that, the filtering should be more emphasis on the verticqal
direction frequency removal, since horizontal reflections create more vertical frequencies
than horizontal frequencies.

40'
QOJcLnwcfflGQ

1000 10000 rad/s

Fig 3-13, Band rejecter filter
The construction o f a 2-D filter then becomes very easy when giving a circluar function
for the low pass filter and an ellipse function for the high pass filter, the example in figure
3-14 shows the high cut o ff frequency on y axis is 4 times o f that on x aix, equation 3-18
are the two cut o ff frequency functions used by the filter:
2

2
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y

(Eq 3-18)
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Fig 3-14, Band rejecter used for unwanted reflection removal
This type o f filter is very powerful, it can remove all the unwanted reflections in B-Scan
images, and keep the useful pulse pattern without or with only a little modification. By
adjusting the cut o ff frequencies, it can give the application very good results. Figure 315 shows an example o f original image (a) and image (b) after band rejecter filtering.

a. Original image

b. After band rejecter filtering

Fig 3-15, Images before and after band rejecter filtering
It is clear from the image (b) that all the horizontal reflections form top to bottom in
image (a), no matter it is strong or weak, have been removed, only a very minor portion is
left, those remaining weak reflections will not affect the next step o f feature detection,
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however in this image, it can be seen that a portion o f pulse pattern signal has also been
removed, becuase this filter can not distingush the horizontal pulse patterns, weather it is
unwanted reflections or useful pulses. So a compromise o f unwanted reflections removal
and a minimum negative effect on the useful pulse should be taken into consideration,
that’s the reason a minor portion o f unwanted reflections is left in the image.
The above image still contains another kind o f image noise-ZigZag, which can not be
removed from the use o f the band rejecter designed above, but with a correct noise
identification o f the zigzag frequency and a modification to the band rejecter filter, this
noise is still removeable. The zigzag, does not contain any useful information regarding
to ultrasonic testing, but create difficults to image feature detection, it is better being
removed before the image was feeded into feature detection algorithms. In the image
frequency domain, the zigzag creates high frequencies, the changing rate is fast, and
mainly locates on the horizontal direction, because there is more zigzag presented in
vertical direction than in horizontal direction, based on the lab experiment observation,
this is always true when the zigzag presents. So the deisgn o f zigzag removal is simple,
that is filtering out the frequencies belong to zigzag. Figure 3-16 shows the design o f a
frequency band rejecter used for zigzag removal.

Fig 3-16, Band rejecter used for zigzag removal
Apply this filter to a original image, the zigzag is being removed, Figure 3-17 shows the
original image (a) and image after zigzag removal (b).
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a. Original image

b. After band rejecter filtering

Fig 3-17, Images before and after band rejecter
An efficient and careful deisgn can combine these two filters into one filter, so the
filtering process takes less time and resource to accomplish the job. The modification
need to add to the filters is by combining them together, a linear operation, which will not
alter the filter’s performance, but improves the efficiency. The removal o f both unwanted
reflections and zigzag noise can now be accomplished in one signal step, by applying this
new multiple frequency bands rejecter to the image. Figure 3-18 draws the filter and
figure 3-19 is the result o f one step filtering.

Fig 3-18, Band rejecter used for unwanted reflections and zigzag removal
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a. Original image

b. After band rejecter filtering

Fig 3-19, One step o f band rejecting

3.3.5 M issing Signal Repair
An extremely white or black vertical line presented in B-Scan image is usually
understood as missing signal, due to some unpredictable reasons, a A-Scan signal is lost
or being modified, when it is displayed in the B-Scan image, it’s no longer represent as
testing pulse pattern, this missing signal gives.difficulties to the image processing. The
method used for this kind signal noise filtering is actually some kind o f signal repair, the
application first detect if there is a such line presented, if so, repairs this line use adjucent
pixel information.
col n-1

n

n+1

ro w 0

do

m —0

_ ,,

.

to

255

M ( n - 1, ni) + M ( u + 1 , m )

M (ra, m) - — :------- :— :---------- :------- 1— '

2

Where n is the column number, m is the row
number

Fig 3-20, Missing A-Scan signal repair
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Where M (n,m ) is the pixel value to be fixed using the average o f the two neighboring
pixels. After processing from row 0 to row 255, the missing column data is fixed easily.

3.4. Image Effective Area Detection
An effective area is where the useful pulse pattern relating to the welding process
contained, information outside o f the effective area does not contain anything regarding
to welding, therefore it is useless and not necessary for the application to analysis and
process it. Another reason is that, if the application can detect an effective area before
feature detection, then the data feeded into the feature detection algorithms will be much
less, the computer takes less time and resource to process, it is more efficient.
A standard deviation can tell how much noise is contained in the image, an image
variance, which is equal to the square o f standard deviation, can also tell feature
vibrations, like big pulse and edge changes by setting a proper threshold. An adaptive
variance detection algorithm can be easily applied to find the effective area by detection
two variances, one is called local variance, the other is called image global variance, the
variance equation is given by:
n- 1 m
ri—i
m —i
- l /■

cr

2

■
\^

I X E -*)
=

;=0 j =0

m xn-l

t1* 3-19)

The adaptive effective area detection algorithm is given by the flow chat o f figure 3-21.
The algorithm first sets two threshold values, one high ( ThresholdH), one low
(ThresholdL), then the application detects the local variance and compare it to
ThresholdH, sets pixel values to 128 if the local variance is less than ThresholdH or 255
if it is greater than ThresholdH, then do local variance again, compare it to ThresholdL,
if it still greater than ThresholdL, then increase ThresholdH by 5, the application then
repeats its variances detection process again until the local variance is less than
ThresholdL. The final step is getting the image global variance use the updated
ThresholdH value. Based on experiments, this algorithm is very effective, it can separate
the effective area from the image easily. The iterations used to reach the final depends the
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quality o f the image, for good quality, less noisy image, it only takes one iteration, for
other very noisy image, it takes about 10 to 15 iterations. Figure 3-22 gives two samples
o f effective area detection, the top two are the original images, bottom two are the
detected effective area:

S tart
' T h resh o ld H = 5

Do local v a ria n c e

V a rin a ce -'T h resh o Id H
No

S e t pixel=255

Yes

et pixel= 128

Do local va ria n ce

.. Varinace-=-Thi esholdL
No
Yes

•w

Inci e a s e
T h re sh o ld H by 5

Do im a g e global v a ria n c e
u s e T h resh o ld H

Fig 3-21, Effective area detection algorithm
After getting the variance information, the image was set to white (gray value 255) or
gray (value 128), then the application starts searching the top-left comer, which is easy to
find, and try to find the bottom-right comer, it is arranged to find the bottom first, it’s
easy to do so, then follow the bottom, move to the right side, find out the location o f
discontinued segment, which becomes the right parameter o f the effective area.
The amount o f data within the effective area to be processed for feature detection is less
than 30% o f the whole image data, this is much more efficient than to process the whole
image, also this reduces the probability o f fault feature detections, since the detection will
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be focused inside o f the effective area. With a little more computation work added to the
adaptive variance algorithm, it returns the effective area, a rectangle, four comers
information, which is written in the format o f (top, left, bottom, right).

Variance detection, 1 iteration (left), 2 iterations (right)
Fig 3-22, Images and their effective area

3.5 Pulse Contour Detection
This step o f pulse contour detection is to determine the pulse tracks, which represents the
pulse reflecting from the interfaces between the upper electrode and upper metal sheet,
upper sheet and lower sheet, lower sheet and lower electrode during welding, it records
the information o f physical changing process, whether temperature or material state. The
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reason for the application need to detect these contours is that because they are part o f the
feature relating to the welding and only those features can tell the welding quality.
In B-Scan images, since edges are those pixel values with sharp changes, which was
created by the vibration o f pulse from low to high or high to low, this pulse vibration
character consists o f all the interesting pulse features, to detect these vibration, a contour
peak search algorithm, which is similar to the first step o f Canny edge detection
algorithm, is used, it is good enough to generate enhanced edges and suitable to
accomplish this task. The peak search algorithm is given by four steps:
1) Convolve image with a horizontal matrix, instead o f a all direction matrix, since
the three pulse features need to be detected in B-Scan images are more horizontal
than any directions
2) Start with the first column, within the effective area find all the peak values,
where the second derivatives should be zeros, put these values in an array
3) Following the position o f each peak value, go to next column, find the maximum
peak value o f the corresponding 5 neighboring pixels, repeat this step to the last
column in the effective area
4) Multiple edges are detected, but only pick the most significant two edges for the
upper contour, the most significant two for the lower contour and the most
significant two for the center contour
A normal step to find out edges in image is to compute the first derivative o f the image,
the formula is given by:
,

CrfX, y ) - -----

3 F (x ,y )

-I------- --------

9x

dy

(Eq 3-20)

It is equal to convolve the image with the following horizontal matrix, for emphasizing
on horizontal edges:
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Figure 3-23 shows the results o f the convolving and the search o f peak locations:
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P2
peak se a rch

P3

Result a fte r applying Canny edge algorithi
Color inversed, make it more visible

Fig 3-23, Edge search
This detection generates very ideal result, see the white contours in figure 3-24, left
image shows 2 contours, right image shows only one, which is the average o f the two in
the left image.

Figure 3-24, Contours detected

3.6 Current Stop Point Detection
The welding current stop point on the lower part contour, is a critical point parameter for
our nugget pattern detection, because at this point, the welding current stops, the welding
nugget is cooling down, and the nugget detection starts from this point. As shown above,
there are two more pulses between the upper and lower contours, since the melting part
and non melting part generates interfaces inside the material, but these interfaces will
disappear when the nugget is completely cooled down, those changes generate a enclosed
pulse pattern on the B-Scan image.
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To detect the critical point, the application uses this algorithm:
1) Starting from the end o f the lower contour, pick up three points A , B, C, where the
horizontal lengths o f A B and B C are the same, compute the angle 6 between line
A B and BC, save the angle in an array
2) All three points A , B, C positions move one point backward, repeat the above step
again, until at least point B walk through the center point o f lower contour, that
means the search has been done to second half o f lower contour
3) Find out the maximum angle, the position o f the angle is also the position o f the
critical point
Figure 3-25 illustrates the critical current stop point positions and the theory o f
computing an angle to detect its positions:

Fig 3-25, Illustration o f critical point
The above algorithm aims at a maximum angle search problem in stead a direct current
stop point search problem, it become much easier when doing a maximum angle search.
The position o f the maximum angle at the second half is surely the position o f the
welding current stop point, o f course it is also able to find out the current begin point
using this theory, but this is not necessary for ih e application. The next step nugget
segmentation and detection will starts from this critical point. Figure 3-26 shows two
angles o f line A B and B C (top), and their difference angle 0, the maximum angle position
(bottom).
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Fig 3-26, Critical point search

3.7 Nugget Segmentation
The very important job o f this thesis is to determine the nugget shape and its size. The
objective o f this application is to analysis the welding quality, as ultrasonic testing used
in the real-time welding application, the direct testing result is a B-Scan image, it does
not tell the quality, only records the changing processes during welding. But regarding to
the welding quality, the B-Scan image has a correlated relationship with the welding
quality. To find out the relationship, the application must first extract the nugget pulse
patter and correlate it with a matching template, which will be discussed in the next
chapter, but before the matching, a recognized nugget shape and size should first be
fetched. Nugget segmentation is the first step o f nugget recognition.
The nugget shapes in the B-Scan images are more likely to be 4, 5 or 6 edges enclosed
shapes, due to the nature o f ultrasonic testing in spot welding. How many edges or angles
presented in the images are decided by the following factors, first it is the welding steel
sheet thickness, when the thickness goes higher, edges tend to be less, because a thicker
sheet absorbs more heat before melting can start or grow bigger, second the welding
cycles, when it goes up, more edges will be resulted, and the third is welding current, it
does not have a big impact like the first two, but it will change the heating rate o f welding,
and may also change the nugget edges in the same welding material.
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Four basic shapes with 4, 5, or 6 edges (two shapes have edges o f 5), corresponding to 4,
5, 6 angles are the primary shapes will appear in B-Scan images, it’s not likely that other
shape like circle or ellipse will occur. And in some cases there is some difference other
than these shapes, but the application also tries to categorize them into these shapes, to
simply its detection problem. The four shapes are drawn below, figure 3-27:

/3

wd

wd

ft

wd

Fig 3-27, Basic pulse pattern shapes
Give a sequence from 0 to 5 to mark the shape segments, and a maximum o f 6 segments
is allowed in a shape. The first shape has full presentation o f 6 segments, a few segments
were missing in the other shapes, for example shape two misses segment 2 and 5, shape
three misses segment 2 etc. This segmentation again simplifies the shape detection
problem, shape one can be a model o f all the other shapes, according to the presentation
o f segments.
The segmentation begins with segment 0, because this segment always has the clearest
pulse pattern in the image, if the application can detect this segment, it is easier for the
application to locate the other segments. In the last section, the application has detected
the critical point, which is also the segment 0 begins. So the segment 0 uses the following
rectangle to locate it:
left = x o f critical point
right = right o f effective area
top = center o f effective area
bottom = y o f critical point
Following by the steps o f edge detection in this given rectangle, and then a correction on
the top-right comer, which is used as the bottom-right comer o f the second rectangle for
segment 1, following by the steps o f edge detection in the second rectangle, then the third,
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fourth, until the last segment has detected. Figure 3-28 shows the segmentation steps for
segment 0 and segment 1.
; : effective area

effective area

rectangle for segment 1

Critical point

Critical point
rectangle for segment 0

first step segmentation

rectangle for segment 0

second step setmentation

Fig 3-28, Image segmentation
The division o f ht/2, where h t is the height o f effective area, is an approximately division,
it does not have to be very accurate, as long as most o f the pulse segment 0 can fall into
the first rectangle, after the detection o f segment 0, the application is able to adjust the toright comer o f first rectangle, based on the end point o f segment 0, therefore able to find
out the second rectangle for segment 1.

3.8 Segmented Line Detection
After locating the first rectangle for segment 0, the application now focusing inside o f
this rectangle for the pulse line detection, which is relatively easy when using Canny
edge detection algorithm, all three major steps o f Canny algorithm should be applied to
the detection, and a tiny modification on the first step, the matrix used for convol ving
image is necessary, it results in more efficiency and the application can get an ideal edge.
The three steps o f Canny edge detection algorithm is described below, the difference
from original Canny edge algorithm is the matrix used for Canny enhancer:
1) CANNY ENHANCER, by applying a specific edge matrix to the selected part o f
image, generate desired edges in the rectangle, the matrixes used are 45°, -45 0
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and 0 0 edge matrixes, since nugget segmentation is divided into 45°, -45 0 and 0 0
edges, there is no 90 ° edge in the images that the application need to detect.
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2) NONMAX SUPPRESSION, to suppress wide edges to 1 pixel width edges, by
walking through each gradient pixel P(x, y), on the edge normal direction, if this
pixel is less than two o f its neighbors, set it to zero P(x, y)=0, otherwise keep it as
output o f N(x, y)=P(x, y).

Edge Norm *>.............. S

Edge direction

Fig 3-29, Edge direction and norm
3)

HYSTERESIS TRESHOLDING, to discard the pixel whose values are less than a
given value, reducing false edges. Pick up a threshold value th start with a pixel
with its value > th and walk through this edge, if pixel value >ti set its value =255
as edge output, if pixel value<ti edge terminates

After applying these three steps to the rectangle, the application gets a few possible edges
in the rectangle, since the ultrasonic pulse character is likely to generate multiple pulse
edges, see figure 3-30, two results corresponding to two images in figure 3-25:

Fig 3-30, Detected edges
To pick up the longest edge from the possible edges, the application use Hough transfer,
the reason is that not only the application want to find out the longest line, but also it
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wants to determine the line parameters like the slop m and cut o ff c, which can best
describe those line pixels. The theory o f Hough transfer is given by:
1) A line in x-y plane: y=mx+c can be viewed as c=(-x)m+y in parameter (m,c)
space, that is a point (xO,yO) in the x-y plane becomes a line in parameter (m,n)
space (figure 3-31).
2) All the points on the same line in original image must pass point (mO,cO) in
parameter space.
3) So a line detection problem in original image becomes peak detection problem in
parameter space.

Peak detection
XO.yO

mO.cO

□

Parameter space

Fig 3-31, Illustration o f Hough transform
Using Hough transfer, a line detection problem becomes a peak detection problem, it also
simplifies detection problem. The following example in figure 3-32 transfers all the lines
in the rectangle o f the left image in figure 3-30 into parameter space, the lower contour
does not included, it is easy to find out the peak value and determine parameter m and c,
which are the detected line parameters o f the longest edge in the rectangle:
6Ckl6S

lower contour

'

-

Hough space

Fig 3-32, Hough peak
Use the line parameters to draw a white line on the original image, and we found out the
detected line meet ultrasonic pulse with a minor error, only one to two pixels difference,
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which can be ignored for such engineering problem. Figure 3-33 shows the detected
segment 0 for two images in figure 3-25:

Fig 3-33, Detected lines for segment 0
The theories and algorithms used for the other segments detection are the same as above,
first locates the proper rectangle for the corresponding segment, second applies Canny
edge algorithm with proper matrix, when detecting 45° edges, application uses 45° matrix
for convolving image, when detecting horizontal edges, the application uses 0° matrix for
convolving image, when detecting -45° edges, the application uses -45° matrix for
convolving image, to find the possible edges, third applies Hough transfer to find out the
real edge and determine the line parameters. There is a possibility that if the application
could not find out a real edge, if this case happens, the application requires that at least 4
segments should be presented or detected, these segments are segment 0, 1, 3 and 4, if
one o f these four missing, consider the detection fail, if segments 2 or 5 could not be
detected, then it creates one o f the other three possible nugget shapes besides the first one
showed in fig 3-27.

3.9 Nugget Formation
Nugget formation is a step to verify the detected lines are correct or not, it also trims the
excess lines outside o f the nugget shape, and re-computes the line parameters for the
segments, a slight adjustment, since segment lines neighboring with each other should
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connect to one point, and at this point, the coordinate (x, y ) are integers, this can be easy
done and integrated into the nugget formation algorithm:
1) If one o f segment 0, 1 , 3 , 4 does not present, return detection fail
2) Compute the joined point o f segment 0 and segment 1
3) If segment 2 present, compute the joined point o f segment 1 and segment 2,
compute the joined point o f segment 2 and segment 3
4) Or if segment 2 not presented, compute the joined point o f segment 1 and
segment 3
5) Compute the joined point o f segment 3 and segment 4
6) If segment 5 present, compute the joined point o f segment 4 and segment 5,
compute the joined point o f segment 5 and segment 0
7) Or if segment 5 not presented, compute the joined point o f segment 4 and
segment 0
8) Reset the values outside o f connection points to zeros
9) Re compute line parameter m and c for each segment using the joint parameters
After the formation o f the nugget, the application redraws the nugget on the images after
noise filtering and have the results shown in figure 3-34:

Fig 3-34, Detected pulse nugget o f images
The contours and the nugget segments may not be very accurate, they may have an
average o f 1 or 2 pixels away from the real edges, the reason is that all the ultrasonic
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pulses in the B-Scan images generate multiple edges, the application tries to pick up the
optimal one, but in cases the multiple edges have similar property, and the real edge has a
little shy o f the length, gray scale, or direction properties than the picked one, then the
picked one comes out with a little difference than the real edges. In the example shown in
figure 3-34, only segment 2 is a little higher than expected, because the application
detected the pulse upper edge rather than the center or lower edge, this result however, is
still satisfies the real time analysis requirements and acceptable for the next chapter,
nugget size estimation.
Verifications on the segments detection and nugget formation must be performed right
after each detection or nugget formation operation, if it does not meet the requirement,
the application should discard it and search a new one in the rest possible candidates. For
example, the segment distance to the contours, the joined point must be within the
contours and inside the effective area. These verifications help the application finding the
right segments and detecting the right nugget.
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Chapter 4
TEMPLATE MATCHING
4.1 Introduction to Template Matching
The analysis o f the B-Scan images in Chapter 3 generates a direct result o f pulse pattern
tracks in images, like the upper and lower contours, the nugget edge tracks and also a
outlook o f the track shape. It does not poses direct information, which indicates how
good o f the welding or what size o f the welding nugget. To tell this information, a
template matching technique is used in this thesis. It estimates the welding nugget size by
comparing the current nugget with a template, which is built based on peeling test. To
explain this theory, a simple example is illustrated here, say we have 2 welding samples
identified as A and B, both A and B have the same edges presentation. And we get an
area o f 2000 pixels in the enclosed nugget edges for image A and an area o f 3000 pixels
in the enclosed nugget edges for image B, this enclosed pixel information indirectly
records the welding nugget size. N ow we do the peeling test to measure the real welding
nugget size, for the image A welding, the measurement o f nugget diameter is 4.55mm,
and 6.20mm for image B welding. Figure 4-1 is an example o f the welding peeling test
for image B.

Fig 4-1, Weld and its peeling test
N ow we assume there is a linear relationship between the welding nugget size and its
enclosed pixels, which is to be computed by Using chapter 3 image processing algorithms,
if a line is built on a x-y plane between these two samples, where x axis represents the
area size, y axis represents the diameter, then it becomes a template. At the next step, if
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the application analyzes a new welding image and get the same edge presentation pattern,
and computes an area o f 2500 enclosed pixels. N ow the question is what size o f the
welding nugget. The answer is 5.37mm in diameter, use this formula:

(I —Q X X "h b

(E q 4 _ i)

Where

=

(6 .2 0 -4 .5 5 )w m
(3000 - 2000) p ix e l

=

gW 1 ( X ) 0
-

b = 1.25 mm
Someone may question why there is a linear relationship between enclosed pixels and
welding nugget size? Well, the answer is, it does not matter, whether it is linear or
nonlinear, a nonlinear model can be divided into several linear models or segment linear
model matching, see figure 4-2, the nonlinear model was divided into 3 segment linear
models, 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4, according to the enclosed pixel value o f a new welding area, it
will fall into one segment and the application can select the parameters o f corresponding
segment to compute the welding nugget size, the formula is still Eq 4-1. If more segments
are created on the same nonlinear curve, it will result a more accurate welding nugget
size computation value.

pixels

Fig 4-2, Segmented lines to substitute curve
It’s not possible to build a template that can be used to do one by one matching, but a
template with a few peeling test samples, for example 100 weld samples, distributing
approximate evenly on the pixel axis is enough, and through an estimated line (or a
curve), which best describes the distribution o f these points, is adequate and suitable for
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solving this type o f nugget estimation engineering problem. In spot welding or this thesis
application, it is much more important to tell the welding is good enough to pass the
minimum requirement or fail the requirement, rather than to tell the exactly nugget size,
so as long as the welding nugget size has passed the minimum, the size is no longer
important any more. This feature requirement makes our nugget size estimation problem
much simpler, the application can use an optimal line instead o f a curve to describe the
relationship between the enclosed pixels and nugget size, it is a linear relationship rather
than a nonlinear relationship, the segmentation o f a nonlinear curve is not necessary for
this application. And this linear line parameter can be used for welding nugget size
estimation, so the problem remained here is to find out the line function and line
parameters.

4.2 Building Template
Lab experiments prove that even 2 B-Scan images have the same amount o f enclosed
pixels, they may not have the same welding nugget size, but if they have the same pulse
pattern and nugget pulse shape, they will have very similar peeling test results about the
nugget size. This observation result is based on the same welding material, according to
this study. The application builds four templates for the four possible shapes (showed in
fig 3-27) for the same material, and every combination o f sheet thickness should has its
own template, the following tree table (fig 4-3) shows the relationship o f templates in a
database:
Template
database

immxlmm

1mm *1 5mm

1.5mm*2

Fig 4-3, Template structure
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Each template contains the line parameters, metal sheet thickness, edge presence, pattern
and also include welding pressure etc, those information are organized into one single
record, easy for search and matching computation. All records will be put into a remote
SQL database or a local MS Access database.
The steps to build a template are very simple, first do a welding sample, then measure the
enclosed pixels after image processing, followed by a peeling test and measure the real
nugget size. Repeat these steps for at least 10 more samples o f the same material, but
make sure that the welding current and cycles are gradually increases, so that the detected
pulse nugget will gradually increase and so does the area o f enclosed pixels. The reason
is that the peeling samples need to be distributed evenly so that an optimal line can be
obtained. The more points (samples) it has, the more accurate line will be generated.
Draw the samples on a X -Y plane, where X represents the enclosed pixels, Y represents
the peeling nugget size, obtain a line using least squares straight line fitting technique,
and extract the line parameters as well, showed in figure 4-4, (welding material
1.5mm* 1.5mm, pressure 650Lbs, with 4 edge segments presented).

Welding nugget size vs. Detected area
6
5
E 4

■

M,
4S
m 3

03
o
z 2
1

0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

A rea (pixels)

Fig 4-4, Template model
The line is described as: Y=a*X + b
Where X is the area, Y is the nugget size in mm, a=0.0014167, b=1.35 and X>500 pixels.
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Repeat the above template building techniques, build a 5 edges and 6 edges presentation
templates o f the same welding material, then put these template into the database, each
template is corresponding to one record in database, the database will have at least four
records for each material combination, if pressure changed to another value, then it adds
another four records. See figure 4-5 for a few records:
ID

M etalThin M etalT hick

SizeReq Pressure SegID A re a M in S ize M in A re a M a x S ize M a x

1
150|
150
4
6501
27
500
1
4000
2
1501
.......1 50 ..... 2 I i [ ..
650 .. 3 l] ... .... 6 0 0 ...
1.6 ...4000....
1 50 ...... .....4j”””' 650
3| . .....150.......
59|..
650
leT ...4000
4! ...... 15of..... ....... 1501..... .... 4 f ... 6 5 0 .. ... 63
7 0 0 .. ....1.8
4000 ..

8
88
9.6
9.6

LineSlop

LineCut

0.001417
1
0.002118
1
0.002328 ... 1
0.002328 .. ... 1

Fig 4-5, Records in template
In this table, SegID is used to identify the segment presentation, LineSlope is line
parameter a, LineCut is parameter b, MetalThin and MetalThick use integers 150 to
represent 1.50mm, since these values will also become searching index, an integer, not a
floating number should be used.

4.3 Template Matching
To find out the welding nugget size for the next welding sample, first the application
needs to calculate the enclosed nugget area size, the computation is as simple as 2-D
integration, and the formula is given by:
bottom righ t

JoP

if, Uvdx U hl-dx-dy

(Eq4.2)

Where Uwd and Uht is pixel unit width and height respectively in millimeter, if assume
Uwd=\ and Uht= 1, then the A rea is equal to the summation o f enclosed pixels. The next
step is to fetch a record that matches the same configuration with the current welding, use
SQL query, the command is defined as:
“SE L E C T * F R O M WeldSize W HERE M eta lT h in = l50 A N D M etalThick=150
A N D Pressure=650”
Where WeldSize is the template table name in the database, it fetches all recorders where
the metal thickness is 1.50mm* 1.50mm and welding pressure is 6501b, this way it gives a
maximum o f 4 recorders, which should fall into the category o f 4 type o f nugget shapes.
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The last step is finding out one o f the recorder which the line segment presentation ID is
the same as the current nugget line segment presentation ID, then use the line parameters
from this record, compute the welding nugget size:

D = a-Area + b (mm)
The result D is therefore the estimated nugget size.

4.4 Detection Accuracy
The estimated nugget size can be considered as a detected welding nugget size, the real
nugget size however does not always be the same as the detected size. There is a certain
error between the detected size and the real size, the causes o f this error are mainly from
the following three reasons:
1) The accuracy o f template model, which is based on the peeling test with
unavoidable human operation errors
2) The error from the computation o f detected pulse nugget area, it is lead in by the
image processing and arithmetic operations
3) The random distribution error o f nugget size, even the measurements are the same,
and other conditions are same, the real nugget size o f two welds may different
from each other, but the size o f these two welds should be within a band
Figure 4-6 illustrates the error caused by the above reasons:

high limit

tt <12

optimal
,

A-AA

a

l ow limit

A+AA

Area

Fig 4-6, Nugget computation error
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The first cause o f error is not likely that the application can detect and correct, since it is
already in the database, unless a new round o f peeling test is conducted, and parameters
are re-computed. The second cause o f computation error lead in during the image
processing is marked by AA in fig 4-6, it can be minimize in the processing by doing
more fine detection, but the computation and resource use cost will go up, since more
complicated algorithms should be applied to solve this problem, this may be improved in
the future research. The third error, a random distribution error is marked by the band in
fig 4-6 (between low limit and high limit), is unlikely for the software to control, but the
error amount can be computed through a simple mathematic operation. The maximum
absolute error Ea max, maximum error in percentage Ep_max and detection error Ed are
given below in Eq 4-3, Eq 4-4 and Eq 4-5:

IT13.X { ^ /2

max

m ax
max
p_m

<^1}

td2 - d, d -

= ---------------

(Eq 4-3)

c/1}

d

(E*!4-4)

abs(dpeeIing - d)
E d; ~
=

r
peeling

(Eq 4-5)

Where d2 and d l are maximum and minimum possible nugget size values, dpeeung is the
actual nugget size based on peeling measurement, d is the estimated value, figure 4-6 also
tells that the real nugget size value can be any value between d2 and d l.
A real example use the above algorithms has an estimated value o f d=4.28m m, the
peeling test measurement value is 4.92mm, so the error difference is 0.64mm and
E (f=13°/o. The detection error in this example is very small, and based on our experiments,
this error can be range from 5% to 25%, in most cases it is within 10% to 20%, this error
amount is acceptable for such kind o f engineering problem, where the size is not
important as long as it has passed the minimum size requirement.
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Chapter 5
WELDING CONTROL
Another very important job for this application is to control the welding quality, by
analyzing the B-Scan images, the application can acknowledge if the welding has passed
or failed, but if it has failed, the application must has some kind o f adjustment or control
measure, make the next weld approaching to pass, so the parts come out o f the welding
machine meet the safety requirement, but not garbage. To meet such requirement, the
application not only should monitor the welding, but also should control the welding
process. The control is done through the adjustment o f welding parameters, such as
welding current, welding cycle or pressure etc. Besides this control method, the customer
also want that the application can do a re-welding for a failed welding by requirement,
the customer thinks this another way to fix the under welding problem. Therefore, this
application must integrate two control methods, and can be configured to select one o f
them to do the control job.

5.1 Control Solution 1
The first control method introduced in this application, is a fuzzy logic control method, it
tries to control the welding quality using a fuzzy theory, which mimics human brain’s
thinking- decision making approaches. The first step to implement the fuzzy logic control
is to define the fuzzy parameter, usually refers to an error amount, which is equal to the
detected nugget size minus minimum required size, it can be written as:
E i n = d - d min

(Eq 5-1)

Where d is detected nugget size, and dmjn is the minimum required size. Ein is the error
amount, which is a feed in fuzzy logic parameter, the control process is trying to reduce
the error amount as minimum as possible, making it close to zero, though it may never
reach to zero, see figure 5-1. The error has a positive or negative sign, this indicates that
the detected nugget size is above or under the requirement, for the case o f the above
welding or a positive sign, the fuzzy logic control application need to reduce the welding
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parameters, for the case o f under welding or negative sign, the fuzzy logic control
application need to increase the welding parameters.
+5
+4
+3
+ 2
+

e rror

1

0
1

2
3
4
5
nuggets

Fig 5-1, Fuzzy parameter error control
The next step is to design a control logic flow, or how to achieve the control process. It is
not difficult when the application knows the error amount and error sign, a simplified
flow is given by figure 5-2.

Welding
machine

____________________ detected nugget size_______________________________

Fig 5-2, Fuzzy logic control
The minimum size input to the fuzzy logic brain is about 30% larger than the m inimum
size, or can be set to even 50% lager, that’s because the detected nugget size has a range
5% to 25% o f error, to compensate this error and make the welding nugget slightly larger
than the minimum requirement, the minimum size is increased to 1.3 to 1.5 times o f its
original size, and used as a input to the fuzzy logic brain. This modification actually
optimizes the welding control process, a successful design and implementation can
greatly reduces the fault welding possibility.
The inputs to the fuzzy logic brain are still simplified in the above diagram, an error
amount and a sign is not enough, it must be combined with the use o f the parameters h t
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and wd in figure 3-27, the adjustment o f welding parameters should based on the
following rules, listed in table 5-1:
if \Ei„\< o , o a given positive small value

N o adjustment

if E-m <- o and h t is small

Increase welding current

if Ei„ <- o and h t not small

Increase welding cycles

if Ei„ > o and h t not small

Decrease welding current

if Ej„ > o and h t small

Decrease welding cycles
Table 5-1, Fuzzy control rules

After defining these rules, the next step is to implement a communication protocol, since
the welding machine is directly controlled by the welding controller, which holds a PLC
device and a welding program. The ultrasonic application can not directly interface with
the welding machine, it access the welding control through the PLC device, or the PLC
welding program, an effect way to accomplish this task is to integrate communication
between the PLC program and the ultrasonic testing application, the communication
should be robust and effective as required, and protocol optional.
To meet these requirements, the ultrasonic application integrates two protocols, one is
RS232 serial communication and the other is TCP/IP Ethernet communication, for the
convenience o f PLC programmer, he or she can use one protocol that is easy to be
integrated into the PLC program. Both o f the protocols are built as REQUEST/ANSWER
(or Client/Server) model, which means that the ultrasonic application (client) sends a
request to the PLC program (server), the PLC program then respond to the ultrasonic
application, the commands follow are showed in figure 5-3:
Request

!
PLC
pro

.nswer

R S232 or Ethernet

Fig 5-3, Request/Answer model
The request command and answer command are described in table 5-2:
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Command

bytes

mode

description

SETRCUR****$

12

Ultrasonic app

Set relative current value use ****

to PLC

4 bytes, $ is a check sum

Ultrasonic app

Set absolute current value use ****

to PLC

4 bytes, $ is a check sum

Ultrasonic app

Re-weld one extra point

to PLC

$ is a check sum, # do not care byte

Ultrasonic app

Get absolute current value, # do not

to PLC

care byte, $ is a check sum

PLC to

Return absolute current value use

Ultrasonic app

****4 bytes, $ is a check sum

PLC to

Return absolute cycle value use

Ultrasonic app

****4 bytes, $ is a check sum

SETACUR****$

12

12

GETACUR####$

RETACUR****$

RETACYL****$

12

12

12

Table 5-2, Communication commands
To make the control successful, the PLC program should be able to catch the commands
sent by the ultrasonic application on time during its regular welding routine, and analyze
it, do the proper modification on the welding parameter.

5.2 Control Solution 2
This solution is aimed at providing an alternative way to solve the under welding problem
by doing an extra weld near the current welding spot. Since no parameter adjustment is
necessary, all the welding machine need to do is learn when to move its robotic arm and
position it to a nearby location, use the same welding setting, make an extra weld.
This requirement made the control solution relative easy. The ultrasonic application only
needs to tell the PLC program to make the extra weld when it finds out the current
welding has failed. One method is to use communication to tell the PLC program, already
mentioned in the solution 1, the other method is to use one spare bit form the PLC I/O
module, and install an I/O card on the ultrasonic analysis computer, use one channel on
the I/O card and connect it to the spare bit on PLC I/O module. This way the ultrasonic
application can turn on the bit on the PLC I/O module, when it has found a fault welding,
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or turn o ff this bit when the welding meets the requirement. Here is the logic o f this
control solution:
1) The ultrasonic application uses a spare bit from the PLC I/O module to inform the
PLC about re-weld command. When the ultrasonic app found a failed weld, it
simply turns on this bit, in the PLC welding routine, it checks whether this bit is
ON or not, if it is ON, then call the re-weld routine, if not, continue normal
routine.
2) After the re-welding command, ultrasonic application can discard the next weld
information, no matter its failing or pass, it does not process any action except
turn o ff this bit on the PLC I/O module.
This solution simplifies the control problem, but the PLC program must have an extra sub
routine to handle the re-weld, and know where to do the re-weld, this increases the
amount o f work for the PLC programmer. Figure 5-4 is a simple diagram o f this control
solution:

w e ld in g m achine
Ultrasonic

Re-weld
command

W elding app

Fig 5-4, Control solution 2
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Chapter 6
INTRODUCE TO THE APPLICATION
This chapter briefly introduces the ultrasonic testing application developed under Visual
C++ .Net environment, the requirements and techniques used to develop this software
application and the structure o f the application, then followed by simple introduction to
software installation, configuration, functions and how to use o f these functions.

6.1 Application Requirement
The ultrasonic testing application first is an industrial real time monitoring and control
application. It should start sampling B-Scan image whenever the welding happens, and
process the image noise filtering, feature detection, nugget estimation right after the
getting the image data, before the next welding happens, it should also send out control
commands to PLC program if necessary. Since the time span between two welding is
normally less than 1 second, and one welding time takes about 300 to 400 mill seconds,
so all the above process and control should be finished within 500 to 600 mill seconds. In
general, it should be:
1) Robust, flexible and efficient
2) Monitoring and control processes are real-time, it not only samples signal data,
analyzes B-Scan image, but also controls the welding process through parameters
adjustment or re-welding
3) Providing some kind o f data management functionality like most other real-time
applications
4) Easy to set up or modify sampling parameters, control parameters, image analysis
parameters
5) Tasks and processes should be configured automatically or manually by
requirement
6) Testing result is accurate, HMI is friendly and easy to use
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6.2 Application Architecture
To meet the above requirements, there are several advanced techniques are integrated
into the application, such as the application was designed as multi threads, multi
communication protocols, multi control solutions architecture, the main architecture is
shown in figure 6-1:

f'\

Threadl

Start

/■

Trigger sign a
— ly e s
A/D
yes
B-Scan image

Notify message

Adjust Current, Cycles
W ater flow, Pressure

Image processing

Template matching

Nugget
yes

Welding machine (PLC)

Command =nd
yes
End

Fig 6-1, Application architecture
In details the distinct characters are:
1) Multi-threads are used, one handles main functions, like image processing and
one handles A/D data acquisition, this guarantees all the welding data will be
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sampled, nothing will be lost, no matter what kind o f image processing speed,
which should not affect on A/D sampling.
2)

In memory database is used for template matching, programs works more
efficient and faster

3) Two control solutions are provided, two control communication protocols
Ethernet and RS232 are integrated, give users multiple and flexible choice.
4) Automatic analysis or manual analysis, automatic control or no control can be
configured easily
5) Application is user friendly, supports menu, fast button or mouse right button
operation

6.3 Installation
There is no difference between this application and other windows applications in the
method o f installation, double click the ‘setup.exe’ executable file, follow the installation
wizard, it only takes a few minutes to install the ultrasonic software application into a
target directory o f the computer, see figure 6-2.

S e le c t In stallation Folder

I

T h e in staller will inctall W in D o d g e to th e follow ing Io ld e r
T o install in th is fo ld e r d ic k " N e x t" . T o install to a d iffe re n t fo ld e r, e n te r it b e lo w or click "Br.

F older:
C \P r o g r a m F ile s M J W in d -u r\W in D o d g c A

B ro w se ...
D is k C o st

Inctall W in D o d g e for y o u rs e lf, o r tor a n y o n e w h o u s e s this c o m p u te r:
E v e ry o n e
J u ;l m e

C ancel

B ack

N e x t:

Fig 6-2, Installation wizard
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6.4 Configuration
In order to make the application working on the image processing and welding machine
controlling properly, a few configurations must be set up first, those configurations
include general setting for the application, for example the location o f the database,
image file location and some other options, settings related to the signal sampling, for
example the length o f A-Scan, A-Scan numbers in a B-Scan, parallel port mode and
information regarding to the A/D embedded board working program, the setting also
need to be configured are the welding machine control configurations, such as
communication mode, welding current and welding cycle etc. Follow the examples given
in figure 6-4, type in the settings and save it, the ultrasonic testing application then should
work fine.
To configure the application, first run the application by double clicking the W inDodge
shortcut key on the desktop or WinDodge Ultrasonic Im age A nalysis in the windows
application group, an empty application with split window is shown like figure 6-3:
^W inD odge - Ultrasonic Image Processing,
AScan Display

BScan £ p e ra to n s

Fig 6-3, HMI o f testing application
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Featured with the top window is used for B-Scan image analysis and result display, the
bottom window is used for A-Scan signal and its property display, it has standard menus
and large tool buttons, the top buttons are used for general operation, like file open, save,
print as well as initial or stop the communication with the A/D board. The right tool
buttons are used for image processing, such as filtering parameter configuration and
processing, nugget detection and display. Besides the application also provide right
mouse button fast click access function. A few standard messages are displayed in the
status bar. Figure 6-4 shows the configurations for the application, A/D data sampling
and welding control:
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These three diagrams display the general
configuration settings regarding to the
application, the parallel port settings regarding
the A/D parallel port communication, A-Scan,
B-Scan parameters and the welding control
parameter settings, control communication
protocols regarding to the welding control. For
more details, please refer to the A/D board
user’s manual.
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Fig6-4, Application settings
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Figure 6-4 include 3 diagrams which corresponding to the general configuration settings
regarding to the application, the parallel port settings regarding the A/D parallel port
communication, A-Scan, B-Scan parameters and the welding control parameter settings,
control communication protocols regarding to the welding control. The application will
not work properly until these settings are configured, for more details about the settings,
please refer to the A/D board user's manual.

6.5 Demo o f the Application
After configuring the application, connecting the A/D board and welding machine, it is
easy to let the application to process the integrated functions for a specific image
processing task or welding control job whether automatically or manually. And easy to
trace back to the history welding result by opening the application’s welding result
viewer. Figure 6-5 displays current B-Scan analysis result:
51WinDodge - U ltrasonic Image Processing
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Fig 6-5, Image analysis result
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Figure 6-6 displays the history w elding result:
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Fig 6-6, History data report
There are a lot more features in this application, a technician may take several days to
familiar with this application before he can run and control the application in a real
welding environment. A help file is available and carefully read through this thesis
document will definitely help understanding the application.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
Application development is a computer software engineering topic. A good software
architecture design for specified application involves the understanding o f task flow,
operating system working theme, message responding and programming experience.
Image analysis is a combination o f software engineering and electrical engineering
problem, a thoroughly understanding o f image processing and pattern detection
algorithms is pivotal to the success o f this application. Welding monitoring and control is
an electrical problem, a systematical knowledge o f electrical and control theory is needed
in order to design a solution for welding control in real-time environment. Ultrasonic
testing is a physics science problem, a good understanding and knowledge o f ultrasonic
wave propagation theory is critical to develop this ultrasonic testing application.
It is a very complicated job to finish this thesis, from A/D signal sampling, noise filtering,
image processing, pattern recognition to welding nugget estimation and welding control,
if any minor error or miss operation happens to any o f these steps, the application will
fail. To make sure these functions can work accordingly and properly, the system is
designed into a multi-threads, message queuing and multi communication protocols
application. It is not only a pure electrical field, or a software engineering problem, but
also using physics knowledge to solve real engineering problem. It is a comprehensive
science and engineering applied art, this thesis combines the theories and algorithms from
those related fields, transfer them into functions and provides a general solution to the
industrial spot welding quality control.
Image processing is the key process for this application, it features on automatic noise
identification, automatic noise filtering and automatic pattern detection, the contribution
is obvious, that is the application has found out a solution to the real-time welding control
ultrasonic image analysis. Template matching is also part o f solution to the system by
correlating welding size with the pulse pattern area in the B-Scan image, this gives the
direct relationship between those two, and it is practical in solving nugget size estimation
problem. A fuzzy logic control method provides an optimal way to control the welding
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size by adjusting welding current or welding current cycles, it self adjusts the welding
size to a given range, which is the optimal value for the welding. The application also
provides another choice by sending a re-weld command based on the requirement from
factory, through two methods o f communication protocols, this creates multiple
interfaces and flexible environment for the PLC robot programmer, whom can pick up
one method that is suitable for his situation or easy to integrate into the PLC program. All
the above technical steps are necessary and contribute the success o f the application
development.
This ultrasonic testing application works very efficient so far, the amount o f time takes it
to do the data sampling, image processing, nugget estimation and welding control is very
little, the speed depends on which algorithms the application picked up for image
processing and feature detection, however it is usually between 50 mill seconds to 100
mill seconds on a Pentium 3, 900M CPU computer with 256M memory, this cost o f
processing time is fast enough for real time spot welding, where every weld takes at least
half to one second, including the time that a robot spends on moving its arm, so the
application will not cause any delay on either the data processing or welding parameter
adjustment in a real-time environment.
Further conduction on factory environment may necessary, modification can be made to
some algorithms, structure and function coding, especially on the image processing field,
all o f them may show improvements to the application’s performance.
The contribution o f this thesis is obvious. It solved a complicated real-time spot welding
and quality control problem using a combination o f techniques and algorithms mentioned
above. Lab experiments prove that this thesis application is efficient and robustly, it is a
practical and low cost solution for automotive industry.
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